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If it is ill-mannered to criticize publicly
good intentions, forgive us. But recently we
were vexed by a news item concerning a
Saturday morning class for school teachers, *
the purpose of which 'is to create [through
puppets] a cultural interest for people-
something that may bring people together and
especially parents and their children.' Now,
we commend these praiseworthy teachers,
willing as they are to sacrifice leisure time; and
we laud the instructor, Carroll Spinney, who
rates national applause for his work with
Sesame Street. Nor is any hostility directed at
the little marionettes. (How often we witness
the mighty timber of their Pinocchian merriment
standing steadfast as a bulwark against TV's
encroaching gloom!) And though the logic in
bringing people together escapes us, it is
American. No, these things we do not reprove.
Our quarrel lies with substituting the
puppet-power of cultural interest - or any
other interest, be it a passing fancy or a worthy
cause - for what should be love between
parents and their children and, for that matter,
between alumni and their college.
As seen from the presumption of the editor's
desk, placing cultural interest where the heart
ought to be is today's national alumni pastime.
In the din of cocktail party chatter, censuring
alma mater has become a popular sport,
forgetful of upon whom the disparagement in
truth reflects. "What did you expect when they
went' co-ed?" "So I wrote and said that if they
didn't change to Ms. RIGHT AWAY I wouldn't
give a cent." "Black studies? Bah! It's only
tokenism." "i say keep politics off the campus."
Morally concerned, intelligent, well-educated
adults certainly must weigh consequential
issues and voice constructive opinions.
It does nottake Sociology 113 to decide that I
passiveness went out with costumes at reunion.
Do criticize your college to a reasonable
degree (although not ill-mannerly in PUbl.i:C;);b~u~t,~~~~?~~~ ....
please, do it with a little love. ,
*Norwich Bulletin (Norwich, Connecticut,
January 12, 1972), p. 5.
Young Radicals Then and Now
One of the debates now in progress between the Amer-ican professor and his "new" students concerns the
relative importance of studying history, or, to give it the
accent that students might prefer, of studying too many
things historically. Both sides of the desk are aware that
the question of showing the proper respect for the his-
torical method goes to the heart of the present academy.
Up to now nearly all professors in the humanities and
social sciences have practiced some branch of histori-
cal criticism, and it humanly follows that these men and
women have learned to love the past, especially their
professional piece of it. The students see that it also hu-
manly follows that only a short step separates an affec-
tion for the past from a regret that so many things are
changing so quickly, with "no respect for history." "We
study the past," says the professor to his class, "to find
ourselves there." "He studies the past," says a disaf-
fected student after class, "to lose himself there."
Students have always sensed that cultural conserva-
tism is the most serious trade-risk of the academic pro-
fession. Unlike their teachers their young minds are not
attracted to playing with historical parallels between,
say, their generation and its troubles and earlier stu-
dent generations. (This may be, of course, because his-
torical parallels, from their infancy onward, have always
been turned against them.) But in my observation col-
lege students do not object to historical reasoning if it
is recent enough and seems to culminate in them. Their
parents, they have argued in recent years, were scared
into an exaggerated regard for personal security by the
Depression and later by the Cold War. Therefore, the
This essay grew out of a talk Mr. Shain made before
Ariston, a New London men's literary club.
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Charles E. Shain
President of the college
obvious destiny of the children was to go up and away.
In The Greening of America Mr. Charles Reich, that
swinging historian of the new age, characterizes the re-
cent decades in the brisk absolutes of a single word: the
fifties were "stifling," the Kennedy-Johnson sixties were
"cynical." He dates the genesis of his "Consciousness
III" from the summer of 1967 in California.
As a college president who is often visited by a nos-
talgia for classroom debates, I too am an orthodox aca-
demic man on the question of history, and especially
during the last two years I have found myself looking for
historical parallels with our present student scene. Re-
cently I had the urge to look again at a rather obscure
anti-establishment moment in the lives of two radical
young Englishmen in the year 1797. If I remembered the
incident accurately, the benighted establishment atti-
tudes which it demonstrated might confirm present stu-
dent confidence and self-esteem. Since the young men
involved were William Wordsworth and Samuel Cole-
ridge, the comparison would probably be flattering and
might encourage literary studies which have been rather
neglected of late. For me the experience promised to
yield the solace of distancing my often unstable world
by posing an image of it 170 years old. Nice distancing
when you can get it.
You don't have to be a recent student of the European
and American moment we call Romanticism to call up
resemblances between the Romantic frame of mind and
some styles in the current student culture. Styles in stu-
dent dress, for instance, can be viewed as a return to
the look of rural lads and lassies in pre-industrial
Europe. Young Dorothy Wordsworth, an important mem-
ber of the group I began to focus on again, surprised
Thomas De Ouincey when he first met her by looking as
tanned and woodsy as a gypsy. I was soon playing with
A young radical then, Wifliarn Wordsworth
other similarities: the long chummy walking tours by
those earlier Romantics over the face of Britain and the
Continent; their choice of rural life and often the sub-
jects of their writing among the rural poor; their politi-
cal radicalism, of course; the "Romantic" view of the
young rebel as the outsider who, in Wordsworth's lan-
guage, "pitch'd (his) vagrant tent ... among the un-
fenced regions of society."
My return to the history of the 1790's in England re-
discovered, it seemed to me, a generation as capable
of surprising their elders as the present generation has
been. The records left by those earlier Romantics are
eloquent on the convictions that most of us agree still
lie behind the Romantic style. Their young iives too
were full of personal uncertainties for which their educa-
tion had not prepared them. They too had to find new
ways of connecting themselves to the national life dur-
ing a decade of overwhelming events.
What it comes to as one reads again the poems, jour-
nalism, and letters of young Englishmen like our two
poets and others like Hazlitt and Shelley and even Keats,
is that they were watching an old order being hurried
through profound changes, changes that did not lend
themselves to traditional economic and political re·
sponses, for example, the growth of new cities with the
first working ciass siums and the first totai war. The
young writers saw that what the whole sordid mess
needed was new revelations. Romanticism has been
calied "split religion," a phrase that has come to my
mind during our recent campus troubles. Romantic
thought was inevitably radicai thought, for in the end
Romantic philosophy located evil beyond politics, in the
disorder in the contemporary mind and soul. In the
words of Shelley, which antedate the more familiar
Yeatsian lines:
The good want power, but to weep barren tears.
The powerful goodness want: worse need for them.
The wise want love; and those who love want wisdom;
And all best things are thus confused to iiI.
In England the turbulence of the '90's began with a
decisive defeat in Parliament for many Englishmen who
hoped for a more democratic society. Just a century
after the Glorious Revolution a large Parliamentary ma-
jority voted to continue the Test Acts which kept non-
members of the English Church out of politics, univer-
sities, and all public offices. What is accurately called
The Establishment in English history got a new lease on
life that did not end for forty years. The Fall of the Bas-
tille scared moderate as well as aristocratic England
into a rigorous state of reaction, and young intellectuals
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like Wordsworth and Coleridge were thrown into an op-
position that went beyond simple politics. The symbolic
moment for disillusioned reformers and radicals alike
was the apostasy of Edmund Burke. That ex-liberal and
earlier friend of the American republican cause attacked
the French Revolution and all its English admirers from
a point of view that turned the clock back a century.
Schoolboys used to memorize parts of his Reflections on
the Revolution in France and especially a famous para-
graph which was inspired by the sufferings of Marie
Antoinette. It began ...
I thought a thousand swords must have leaped
from their scabbards to avenge even a look
that threatened her with insult. But the age of
chivalry is gone. That of sophisters, econo-
mists and calculators has succeeded; and the
giory of Europe is extinguished forever.
(Coleridge as a young man thought that Burke's work
was "as contemptible in style as in matter - it is sad
stuff." But in his summing-up book, Biographia Litererle,
he called Burke a sage who knew how to relate politics
to principles. Young Wordsworth dismissed this very
passage as the rantings of an "Infatuated Moralist," but
many years later he described Burke as a mighty oak
with staghorn branches, who
... forewarns, denounces, launches forth,
Against all systems built on abstract rights,
Keen ridicule; the majesty proclaims
Of Institutes and Laws, hallowed by time.
My historicai vignette does not follow the two poets be-
yond their radical period. Most of us will remember that
they became later in their lives almost unrecognizably
conservative patriots.)
Two of Burke's most effective public opponents were
also in their way giants of the '90's. Tom Paine published
his answer to Burke a year later and called it The Rights
of Man. Burke had praised the British Constitution. Paine
said that compared to France and the United States
Britain had no constitution. He pointed out that the rot-
ten borough of Old Sarum with three houses sent two
members to Parliament, while Manchester with more
than sixty thousand people sent none. Burke described
the mystic bonds that joined the English classes and
called it a sacred trust. Paine predicted the coming of
new social relationships like the graduated income tax,
old-age pensions, and maternity benefits. The first mod-
ern feminist Mary Wollstonecraft wrote another impas-
sioned reply to Burke. Nonsensical reformers, Burke had
said, would deprive the poor of the only consolation
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they can expect, God's justice in heaven. Mary WolI-
stonecraft deplored his "contemptible hard-hearted so-
phistry" in making the will of God responsible for Eng-
land's and France's social evils.
Many other friends of liberty, as they were called,
filled England in the '90's with new causes: men and
women who were heretical on the question of marriage,
land nationalizers, pacifists, radical preachers who
warned young men from their pulpits that blind love of
one's country could be sinful and that a nation's enemies
also lay within the reach of Christian charity. Treason
trials shook the country. Radicals were sent to the Tower
of London for disloyal pamphlets. Printing presses were
seized. Our two young radicals turned to journalism.
in 1794 Wordsworth projected a political and literary
magazine to be called The Philanthropist and announced
his editorial policy this way, "I solemniy affirm that in no
writings of mine will I ever admit of any sentiments that
will have the least tendency to induce my readers to
suppose that the doctrines which are now enforced by
banishment, imprisonment, etc., are other than pregnant
with every species of misery. You know perhaps already
that I am of that odious class of men called democrats,
and of that class I shall ever continue." Coleridge in
1796 published ten issues of his review, the Wafchman,
in direct defiance of a new repressive law called the
Treasonable Practices Act.
In the summer of 1797 Wordsworth was twenty-seven.
In the six years since he had left Cambridge he had be-
come radicalized by the events of the French Revolu-
tion, first by his own thirteen months in revolutionary
France and then by his four years of wandering in Eng-
land in search of his mission as a writer. Much of his
youth had been painful. Since thirteen he had been an
orphan handed around among guardians, kept short of
money and given the choice of taking orders in the
Church of England or forfeiting his family's support. Ac-
cording to his most recent biographer when he returned
from France in 1793 and told his family that he had
fallen in love with a French girl, had fathered her child
and become a disciple of the Revolution, the family
ostracized him. We read the best history of his radi-
calization in his great poem, The Prelude.
Since Wordsworth was a young radical with a high
sense of his literary task - no less than to be the poet-
prophet of a new age - his radical politics were after
his own pattern. It seems clear, however, that his politi-
cal program in 1797 was strongly republican and paci-
fist. Unlike most Englishmen he did not believe that the
French Revolution had been betrayed from within but
had been distorted by attacks from its monarchial ene-
mies without. As a lukewarm Christian he was chiefly
attracted by the social meanings of Christian teaching.
One Sunday visiting a friend in Wales he refused to join
the prayers in a village church for the success of Eng-
lish arms against the French. As he remembered this
moment in The Prelude, he believed he spoke for his
whole generation when he wrote about the war,
Oh! much have they to account for who could tear
By violence, at one decisive rent,
From the best youth in England their dear pride,
Their joy in England.
Slowly Wordsworth began to write his way out of his
alienation from his country and its leaders. Some of his
eariy poems were almost political pamphlets about the
injustices suffered by the English poor, the horrors of
war, and the haughtiness of aristocrats. But just as he
was meeting Coleridge for the first time, his themes be-
gan to change. He began a new kind of search into the
nature of political man by a rigorous examination into
the sources of his own democratic faith. This led him,
as most of us remember from our college poetry courses,
into experiments with the language of everyday life and
soon to a new literary creed, which, like Tolstoy's much
later, announced that in modern times the heroic and the
sublime were going to be found chiefly in the humble
and the lowly.
Alfoxden and young radicals now
In the language of a recent interpreter, Professor
Abrams of Cornell, "in giving up his role as a political
radical he ... assumed the role of a poetic radical, with
the task of subverting the corrupted values which his
readers had inherited from a class-divided and class-
conscious past.''" With this shifl of his purpose, which
we can date almost exactly to the year 1796-1797, he
began to find his own voice as a poet and his role as a
loyal Englishman at a bad moment in English history.
Wordsworth always acknowledged that the intimate and
sympathetic presence of Coleridge at this time of choos-
ing was especially necessary to him.
Though both young writers had learned their political
liberalism at Cambridge, they had just missed each
other there. Coleridge was younger by two years. He was
the son of a Church of England parson and at twenty-
two when he first met Wordsworth often preached him-
self, but in Unitarian churches and- radical lecture halls.
From his childhood on he was always being described as
"brilliant." By age six he had read the Arabian Nights,
Robinson Crusoe and much more, and at seven he was
in his words, a character full of "sensibility, imagination,
vanity, sloth and feelings of deep and bitter contempt
for almost all who traversed the orbit of my understand-
Continued on page 36
*M. H. Abrams, Natural Supernaturalism (New York, 1971), p.
392.
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4. French Women: From
Emancipation to Liberation
Christine de Pisan
The great interest in women's liberation today bringsto mind four French women who were equally con-
cerned with rights for their sex: 14th century Christine
de Pisan; Germaine de Stael of the 18th century; George
Sand, a Romanticist; and contemporary Simone de
Beauvoir. Each undoubtedly shared in those qualities
leading to fame - enthusiasm, boundless energy, good
health, and the ability to go without sleep. And in spite
of successful professional lives, or because of them,
three of these women sought elusive happiness in many
love affairs, none completeiy successful. Endowed with
a tremendous appetite for living, they pursued life re-
lentlessly, and in their mature age knew the devotion
and even passion of a last, much younger lover.
Christine de Pisan dispiayed the first of these "quali-
ties" when (in 1389) she was left a widow at the age of
twenty-five and supported her mother and three children
by her pen. Poems and ba/ades in which she mourned
her husband became so successful because of their
tender feelings and scholarly knowledge (she could
compete with any learned man) that she was commis-
sioned by less gifted dukes and princes to write love
This article, based on a lecture given by Mrs. Deguise to
the French Club (De la femme iibre a la femme liberee
dans la litterature trancalse), is the nucleus 01 a book
she is writing.
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Alix Deguise
Instructor of French
Germaine de Stael
poems for them. Some of these bore the title "for sale."
Her labors were well rewarded financially, and she be-
came famous as an authority on courtly love and chival-
rous matters.
At the same time she wrote a somewhat tedious, semi-
autobiographical book for one of her patrons, the Duke
of Berry. True to the taste of the period, it starts with
Christine's happy youth, continues with the inconsist-
encies of fate, and ends with a long history of mankind.
She also wrote a biography of Charies V of France,
whose castle was to become famous later as the Bas-
tille. This king had bestowed favors upon her family
when they arrived from their native Italy and had
watched over her education. While not a masterpiece, it
contains good portraits of Charles the Wise as a great
legislator, a good diplomat, the king who almost suc-
ceeded in routing the English out of France and who
accomplished needed monetary reforms. In an age when
tournaments and valor on the battlefield reigned su-
preme, these qualities in a sickiy body obviousiy were
not the heroic kind that could be easily extolled.
After reading the most popular novel of the time, Ro-
man de te Rose, second part, Christine became em-
broiled in the defense of women. She rebuked its author,
Jean de Meung, for his satirical denunciation of women
and his denial of true love while glorifying its carnal
aspects. She cited examples of men's faithlessness and
George Sand
lack of scruples, and said Ovid's Art of Love should be
called "Art of Deceit." Herfight earned many supporters,
among them a famous marshal well known for his gal-
lantry on the battlefield against the Turks. In 1401, Chris-
tine de Pisan founded the Order of the Rose; she wrote
a love poem in its honor and that of true love, and char-
acteristically put on the last touches on St. Valentine's
Day. What a lesson in refinement and civilization at a
time of conflict like the Hundred Years' War!
Christine's last days were saddened by the first "Com-
munist" revolt of the Cabochiens in Paris, and by hear-
ing the news about the flower of French chivalry being
killed or captured at Agincourt. She fled Paris, which
had been abandoned by its rulers, and retired to a con-
vent. But she still was to share with pride Joan of Arc's
successes and the crowning of Charles VII in Rheims
Cathedral. One of her last poems, Dittie de Jeanne d'Arc,
celebrates the maiden of Orleans, sent by divine inter-
vention to save France. The last line rejoices at the
honor bestowed on her sex: Has quel honneur au temi-
nin / Sexe! que Dieu I'alme, it appert! (Hal What honor
to the female / Sex! Much loved by God, it appears [or
it seems].)
Germaine de Stael, born in 1766, developed political
ambitions early. Her father was Necker, finance minister
for Louis XVI; her mother had almost married Edward
Simone de Beauvoir
Gibbon and was a friend of Jefferson. As a child, Ger-
maine dazzled the minds of famous people from two
continents in her mother's Parisian salon. Her marriage
to M. de Stael had been arranged, true to tradition and
with the help of Marie Antoinette. Her hopes of finding a
congenial and tender companion in her husband were
soon dashed.
Magnetic personality, tireless energy, extreme wealth
and generosity, and an endless capacity for love en-
abled her to "sponsor," so to speak, a succession of
brilliant lovers and friends after her marriage: the Count
of Narbonne, Talleyrand, political men and writers like
Benjamin Constant, to name a few. Aside from a great
capacity to fall in love sincerely and frequently, she
hoped to achieve power through these men and she
sometimes championed their careers to the point of in-
discretion. Her greatest disappointment came with Na-
poleon, whose inspiration she would have liked to be.
But the great man preferred very feminine, pliant wom-
en; he disliked intellectual ones, took a great aversion
to Mme. de Staal, and sent her into exile because of her
liberal ideas.
In one of her autobiographical novels, Corinne, and
also in De la iittereture, she laments the unjust fate in
store for the woman of genius (meaning herself) whose
conduct is judged severely by society and who must
carefully hide her talents, lest she be considered an eo-
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centric. She envied ordinary women who could enjoy a
normal, happy married life, for she never ceased to be-
lieve that a woman needs the protection of a man. Not
only is the superior woman condemned by society, she
maintained, but she will also lose the man with whom
she falls in love. Her books advocate educated women,
but promise only woe to those who seek glory. Happi-
ness and fame exclude one another. In Chapter III of De
I'Allemagne (On Germany), she emphasized that women
should be denied political careers, as this prevented
them from achieving happiness. In this way, she ex-
plained her own eternal and fruitless pursuit of it.
Nonetheless, Germaine de StaEHnever tired of wanting
to playa political role. Possessing a first class mind, the
feeling of history. generous aspirations, wealth and im-
portant connections everywhere, she was splendidly
equipped for it. During the FrenCh Revolution she cou-
rageously saved many people from arrest or from the
guillotine; her money helped to this end and so too did
a certain taste for cloak and dagger adventures, and her
official position as the wife of the Swedish Ambassador
to France. In her Swiss exile at Coppet, near Geneva,
where the most brilliant society of Europe met, talked,
launched new trends and wrote, she was instrumental in
organizing the opposition to Napoleon. The continuous
flow and exchange of ideas provided by society clari-
fied thoughts she was later to express in her books. in
England, Italy and Austria she was received like a queen.
Some of her travels were political, such as the long
journey to Moscow where, with Czar Alexander I, she
tried to establish on paper the beginnings of a parlia-
mentary monarchy to replace the toppling Empire in
France. The new regime was to have been placed under
the ruie of her old friend, Marshal Bernadotte, who was
then only the pretender to the Swedish throne.
Throughout her life Mme. de Staal inspired passionate
feelings of awe, hate and devotion of the most extraordi-
nary kind. Numerous friends and her children adored
her, as did her last, much younger and more obscure
lover, John Rocca, whom she eventually married a few
years after the birth of their son. Rocca died of con-
sumption shortly after her own death at fifty in 1817.
'Their last months together had been spent as invalids,
caring touchingly for each other.
Germaine de Stael had been a legend during her life-
time through her books, the ideas she launched, and her
political and stormy life. But it was only years after her
death that the full extent of her influence over French
Romanticism was completely acknowledged.
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Simone de Beauvoir writes in the Second Sex that
Mme. de Staal fought for her own cause, rather than that
of her sisters. And it is true that she was not really com-
mitted to the fight for the ordinary woman; she was
mainly concerned with the fate of the woman of genius,
much maligned and misunderstood, and with her in-
ability to find happiness in the society of her time.
In spite of attempts by women to gain equal rights, the
French Revolution did nothing to help their cause. The
Napoleonic Code contributed to their subjection by
putting them, iike chiidren, under the authority of their
husbands. Divorce, established under the Revolution,
was abolished under the very Catholic Restoration and
was not re-established until 1884 because the bourgeois
regimes, following the disappearance of the Bourbons,
emphasized prosperity built on the bulwark of the famiiy.
At Nahant
Our third French woman concerned with equal rights
is Aurore Dudevant, who began to live the iife of an
emancipated woman eight years after her marriage when
she left her husband. At first she tried unsuccessfully to
earn her living with lady-like skills: painting birds on
screens or tobacco boxes, and portrait sketching. More
for fun than profit, she began to write a novei in col-
laboration with a minor writer, Jules Bandeau. The book,
an instant success, changed her life. She then decided to
be a writer, and adopting the first part of her lover's
name, she became George Sand. Having fought for the
custody of her children, subsequent years were divided
between caring for their education, living with famous
lovers like Musset and later Chopin, and writing novel
after novel to support her family and maintain a haven
for them and for numerous friends and artists in her
iarge rambling country house at Nahant. When she
traveled on business or for pleasure to Paris a few hours
away, she caused quite a stir as she sometimes dressed
as a man. She found it easier to get around under the dis-
guise of a young messenger boy, and more practical not
to totter in women's shoes.
The 1848 Revoiution, which saw the end of the mon-
archy in France, brought great hopes for a new iiberal
regime, but they were soon crushed. George Sand
fought very hard for the Revolution, speaking at rallies
and editing newspapers. De Tocqueville, who had hither-
to looked upon her with disapprovai, eventually became
greatly impressed. He came away swayed by her elo-
quent eyes, her sincerity, the heat of her arguments, and
the clarity and precision with which she explained her
cause. Strangely enough, she had never been fond of
revolutionary women, and, like Mme. de Stael before her,
was opposed to political careers for her sex. This is per-
haps why. she refused an elective post and would not
contribute to a woman's newspaper. Her action was that
of a fighter in the early Socialist movement, at the side
of the Christian Socialist, Pierre Leroux.
Women in France did not find much support for their
fight to gain equal rights. In general, both monarchy and
other reactionary regimes confined them to their homes;
socialist thinkers did not wish to weaken their fight for
the working classes by allowing the struggie for wom-
en's rights to run parallel to their own. This attitude con-
tinues to prevail. Rosa Luxemburg adopted it, and to a
certain extent it still goes on today in crusades against
discrimination. Therefore, like many revolutionary wom-
en (and women of the Commune, later in 1870), George
fought alongside the men for overall social justice, not
for women's political rights. She was adamant, however,
about the sacred right of a woman to choose her corn-
panion, marry him or live with him in a free union, to be
able to divorce her husband, and remarry if she so de-
sired. She always favored equal education for both
sexes.
George Sand was not a theoretician of politics, and
one may say that her brand of socialism and fight for jus-
tice were of the romantic and sentimental kind, very
much like Rousseau's, who inspired her as he had de
Staal eariier. She stood for the Repubiic, a tolerant God,
and a mankind happy because it was good and virtuous.
This idyllic existence was to be enjoyed preferabiy in an
unspoiled iife in the country. George's best novels are
those that depict life among the simple people of the
French countryside. She aiways found solace and deep
joy in total harmony there, where she knew every tree
and field, and where the farmers whom she described in
her books were her friends.
At the end of her life George Sand became gentler,
less of a fighter. Without realizing it herself, she heid a
somewhat ambiguous attitude towards the strong re-
gime of Napoleon ill which alienated some of her friends.
Always generous, her desire to save aid friends prompt-
ed her to work against their deportation and politicai
exile. This position was not easy, for she ran the risk
of antagonizing the regime by her tireless efforts, but
she succeeded in gaining the release of many people.
Yet it could also be argued that by agreeing to a dia-
logue she was betraying her former liberal ideas. Some
of her friends strongly disapproved of her actions and
even refused her help, Victor Hugo among them.
All during this time she continued to write the same
number of hours every day while caring for her grand-
children for whom she aiso wrote charming tales. She
carried on a large correspondence and welcomed many
friends to her home. Flaubert was one of them.
Strong, famous women have always attracted men
who seem to find in them the strength they themseives
lack. Musset and Chopin were of that kind. A middle-
aged Mme. de Staal had enjoyed a passionate relation-
ship with several much younger men; George Sand
found happiness and total devotion in a quieter, more
discreet affair in her later years. it made her old age
easier as it relieved her of many of the burdens of run-
ning a household and provided her with a secretary and
companion. The old pattern was repeated in that she
nursed her lover with devotion for months before his
death from consumption.
Continued on page 38
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Behind the Mask and Feathers
Everything the theatre tells us of ourselves is true; inspite of what Ophelia says of the "mad" Hamlet, we
do know what we may be. Actors in the human role as-
sume their parts in rituals without which the god cannot
take his appointed shape; a magic act, the performance
of a metaphor, is required before seeds can sprout, be-
fore the deer can lie down under the hunter's dart. Raven
stole the sun, that sign for civilization, for his people,
like this: In the utter darkness at the beginning of things,
Raven changed himself into a spruce needle, or perhaps
a salal leaf, and, swallowed by the Fisherman's daugh-
ter when she drank water or ate salal berries, he was
born to her as a boy, Raven the Trickster become the
man he is. And there, in the Fisherman's lodge, Raven
whined and cried until he was given the sun to play with,
the sun his grandfather kept in a nest of boxes wrapped
up in a spider web: Ah, said the old man, I can deny my
grandson nothing. And Raven, that spoiled baby, played
with the golden ball of light until unwatched, he returned
to another true shape, flew up through the smoke-hole,
and threw the sun into the sky.
10
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In the Winter Dances of the Cannibal Society, the god
enters the lodge from the dark forest wearing the great
mask of the eagie or the vulture, glaring abstract eye,
cruel hooked beak, the stylized forms of Tlingit or Haida
art. And as he dances, the god pulls a string made of
cedar bark; the painted panels open to left and right,
top and bottom, and there within the bird-head is an-
other head, another mask, the head of a man also carved
of wood but now surrounded by the sections of the outer
form like the sun's rays. This is the ritual of the ritual of
birth, the totemic explanation of a man's creation, the
descendant of the eagle or the vulture born again dur-
ing the Winter Dances. Raven the Trickster is not a crea-
tor but a transformer who in his wanderings through
chaos and darkness changes the few primeval beings he
meets into their present predestined forms. And the
Winter Dances, too, show man in his various roles, none
of them untrue, and like the story of Raven, they relate
him to his part in the origin of things. The world is both
inside and outside for the primitive story-teller or actor;
by repeating the story of Raven, who lives metaphori-
cally, or by re-enacting the human's beginning in his
savage parent, man participates in a necessary re-
creation. Such metaphors both obscure and clarify:
the myth depicts the mystery of being and at the same
time, separates its parts into identifiable images: first,
Raven lies growing to childhood in the darkness of the
daughter's belly; next, he will have the sun. The masks
of the Northwest coast are marvels of articulation: the
eye, the eyebrow, the cheekbone, and then the cheek
distinguished and unified with deep, black lines, the
stylized territory on which the man and the bird meet,
mask within mask.
The theatre, more than any other artistic arena, does
this.. Behind the mask and feathers is a god, and even
though we may have thought we were abandoned by
him, the stage can show us his form. in The Theatre and
Its Double, Antonin Artaud, perhaps the most important
theorist of the modern theatre, writes of the need for a
"theatre of cruelty," one in which the audience is not
lulled into a comfortable feeling of well-being, but one
in which a play "disturbs the senses' repose, frees the
repressed unconscious, incites a kind of virtual revolt,
and imposes on the assembled collectivity an attitude
that is both difficult and heroic." The play should be like
the arrival of the plague in a city where the elemental
nature of man is suddenly exposed: the basic issues are
revealed to be those of life and death. "Like the plague
the theater is the time of evil, the triumph of dark powers
that are nourished by a power even more profound. , .. "
And Artaud speaks of the "strange sun" that lights a
stage, "a light of abnormal intensity by which it seems
that the difficult and even the impossible suddenly be-
come our normal element." The theatre, in other words,
should reveal to us our deepest selves, natures which
our habitual role-playing in civilized garb obscures from
us. And more: obscures from us that we play roles.
Hence the value of a twentieth-century audience of
Artaud's point about the hidden selves, often cruel, dark,
uncivilized, that lie under the polished, shining forms.
But perhaps more important is his sense of the stage
itself: a place where roles are created over and over
again by actors who, in this fashion, evoke the effects of
the plague by imitating its methods. These dark powers
come when called, and the concentration upon such
rituals creates that "light of abnormal intensity" of which
Artaud speaks.
Perhaps the best illustration of this technique appears
in the plays of Jean Genet. "The Balcony" is a whore-
house where men come to act out fantasies of being
greater than they are: the Judge, the General, the Bis-
hop. Later, they must actually assume these "real" roles
during a revolution, the mistress of the brothel playing
at being the Queen. The setting is a world of mirrors, one
of the mirrors reflecting the audience as it sits in the
dark beyond the proscenium. This is the dance-floor not
only of powers not usually exposed to the sun, but also
of Raven who exposes them. Such drama is archetypal,
taking its meaning from elements deep in the nature of
man. But theatre focuses on the manifesting of these
elements, and so upon the playing, the miming, the
dancing, of a role, which is always in itself an evocation
or psychogogia, a "calling of the soul."
This is the value to us of the modern theatre, of dance,
of the film. Not because of their content, which is often
"dark," but because of their forms which acknowledge
their artifice, and make a virtue of it. To give form is to
do all that is necessary, and we go to plays or movies to
see re-enacted again and again, the ritual of re-enact-
ment, to remind ourselves of that vision of man as a
transformer who is also a god who is also a bird pulling
halibut from the painfully carved halibut hook, blowing
smoke back down the smoke-hole, stealing the sun. The
movie with its frames, cutting, its shots in depth or close
up, provides something of this. But it is In the theatre
that artifice is clearest before us, in the roles that do not
exist save as· the actors put them on. We need theatre
to remind us we are mythical creatures. 8artre writes
that literature "unveils" to readers their own situation
in order that they themselves may assume its responsi-
bility. To put on a mask or playa rote is to make a "veil"
so that it can be taken off, so that the act of unveiling is
emphasized. Consequently, it is in the theatre that man's
situation appears most clearly his own.
Robley J. Evans is director 01 Theatre Studies, an inter-
departmental major that enables a student at Connecti-
cut College to study drama in its historical context while
he works at the National Theatre Institute in Waterford
or participates in campus productions. Each student is
expected to study the techniques 01 theatre lor the
modern stage and, at the same time, to gain some per-
spective on the theatre through courses in Shakespeare,
Restoration drama, modern drama, and the theatre of
another language. In his senior year the student under-
takes individual study through the production 01 a play,
the creation of sets, writing a thesis or organizing a
project which lfIustrates his ability, as a thinking human
being, to combine his knowledge 01 history, art and
stagecraft. It Is hoped that In the years ahead courses
In stage production and Iilm wlfl be added to the
curriculum.
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Theatre at Connecticut College for many
years has been carried on almost totally
by a sma" corps of students known as
Theatre One. Members of this "club,"
working on a non-credit basis, have put
together material and manpower for
major productions, readings, one-act
festivals and children's shows.
Students who work on productions come
from a variety of backgrounds and bring
with them amazingly different experience
and commitment. Productions at Con-
necticut College often serve as oppor-
tunities for haphazard learning and much
frustration, as well as an excuse for not
finishing academic work on time. The
hours are always long and full, and the
rewards are intangible -like friendship
and knowledge.
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The current proximity of the National
Theatre Institute and the availability of
courses offered there has begun the
overdue process of standardization of
theatre education. In addition to the
benefits of the O'Neill Center, the eeteo-
lishment of a Theatre Studies major at
the college has made it possible for
students interested in theatre to receive
credit for production work (directing
and design). Christian Horn, a Trinity
exchange student, and Ted Chapin '72,
NTI alumni, have directed plays this
A National Theatre Institute production
semester as part of their work for inde-
pendent study courses in directing; and
Sally MacLaughlin '72, an art major,
received credit as set designer for all of
the productions this fall.
The energy which drove to success both
the National Theatre Institute and the
Theatre Studies major (basically litera-
ture courses), unfortunately, has virtually
died far short of the goals of students
interested in theatrical production. Al-
though we know it is a question cttunos
and the demands on Connecticut's
budget are many, if theatre is going to
survive on this campus, we need a full-
time director to handle a program of our
own production courses. Much as I
would like to see Theatre One achieve
the success of NT/, I doubt that it will
happen if we continue to look to them
for both courses and instructors. The
O'Neill Center's first interest, as it should
be, is the resident program. NT! is NT/.
We at Connecticut Col/ege are stil/
waiting for our own theatre "experience."
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Christian Horn, Trinity exchange student Ted Chapin '72
15
Stage director Mary Riesmeyer '73, a Theatre Studies major,
and Molly Carey '73, stage manager.
The Hobbit, recently produced Theatre One production.
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Conn Currents
A n alumna revisiting campus these days passes
/"'\ through what appears to be a scene of great con-
fusion but turns out to be a parade of progress. Driving
up from town through unfamiliar streets of garden apart-
ments, she makes her way between towering derricks
under the new bridge, which is stretching its arms out
across the Thames. At the top of the hiil she encounters
formidable monsters devouring the Museum parklet and
the old stone wail to make way for more and faster traf-
fic. On her left along Mohegan Avenue she sees the
Museum grotesquely scaffolded, as it recovers from the
major operation of having its roof raised; and on her
right for two blocks the hulks of vast buildings rise as
part of the expanding Academy. A little farther along,
she notices a wing recently added to the Williams
School to accommodate its new male students, and as a
climax when she arrives on campus she hears that plans
for the long-awaited new library are actually on the
boards. Finaily she discovers that President and Mrs.
Shain have moved to Miss Ernst's house on Williams
Street and that the ex-presidentiai house is being trans-
formed into a long needed Coilege House for entertain-
ing college guests and holding a variety of meetings and
functions.
Old Wine in New Botties •
Looking for equal progress on the intellectual side, the
alumna finds second semester well underway with en-
rollment at an all-time high, the total of the diversified
college body - undergraduates, graduates, Return to
College men and women, enrollees in the new Adult
Education program, special students, and visitors from
other colleges - now approaching the 2000 mark.
Among courses being given for the first time are Mr.
Chu's Chinese Art and Culture, Mr. Proctor's Italian
Literature from Renaissance to Baroque, Mr. Weller's
Social Movements and Collective Behavior, Mrs. Ek-
wueme's New Approaches to African Drama, and Mr.
Held's Reason and Spirit in Antiquity.
The Adult Education program this semester includes
four evening courses: Mr. Smalley's Sculpture, Mr.
Evans' Modern Drama, Mr. Reiss' Radical Phiiosophy,
and Mr. Goldberg's Abnormal Psychoiogy. Other adults
from nearby towns are enrolled in late afternoon or Mon-
day evening classes, the most popular being Miss Om-
wake and Mrs. Sheridan's Developmental Problems in
Childhood, Mr. Burlingame's Violence and Intolerance
in American History, Mr. Lamb's Computer Applications
in the Behavioral Sciences, and Mr. Cunningham's His-
tory of the Afro-Americans in North America.
Gertrude E. Noyes, '25
Dean Emeritus
The alumna then asks about changes in student in-
terests and discovers a somewhat different emphasis in
majors, those with the largest enrollments in the upper
three classes being in order: English, Art, Psychology,
History, Child Development, Government, Socioiogy and
Social Anthropology. She is reminded, however, that
many sophomores are still uncommitted, that 24 stu-
dents have declared a double major, and that a sub-
stantial number are majoring in interdepartmental
studies, Practice-teaching is fully subscribed this se-
mester, with 21 registered at the elementary level and 29
at the secondary, indicating that a good proportion of
the Class of 1972 will be fully prepared to teach. The
campus population continues to be mobile in accord-
ance with current collegiate style; 48 students have re-
cently returned from study at other institutions in this
country or abroad, and 33 new students entered for
second semester. Perhaps a new trend toward accelera-
tion is shown by the early departure of 37 seniors who
completed their studies in December.
Campus and Community.
When our alumna inquires about "campus life'," she
hears first about the activities of the Chapel and the
Office of Community Affairs. Among the varied Chapel
programs, a popular innovation is a series of Credces
being given by faculty at the Sunday services. Thus far
Mrs. Despalatovic has spoken on "The Values of Si-
lence" and Mr. Cranz on "Christians and Non-Christians
in a Post-Christian Era."
Meanwhile the OCA, with support from the Bernstein
Fund and the Government Department, is offering a
series of ledures for college and town on Crime, with
local and state authorities discussing Penal Institutions,
Police-Community Relations, the Juvenile Delinquent,
the Judicial System, and the Law and the Private Citi-
zen, Mrs. Waterman, director, has also received a grant
from the State Commission on Aid to Higher Education
for a Pre-Job Orientation Program for Young Adults.
Two six-week sessions will be held in the spring and fall
to help prepare the unemployed and the underemployed
to meet the requirements of the business world. Work
with the Spanish-American community is steadily ex-
panding; a Spanish-American Forum was heid in the
fall, a brochure has been prepared on the Spanish-
American Community of Southeastern Connecticut, and
students are involved in classes and activities at the
two SACO centers. Faculty also contribute their efforts
Continued on page 40
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The Placement Office-
what it can do for YOU
Intalking with your president, Pat Abrams, about provid-ing relevant contacts between our women alumni (we
have only four men) and the college, the importance of
career counseling in helping each graduate to achieve
her role in modern society is evident, Women today
realize that part of their self-fulfillment comes from mak-
ing a meaningful contribution to the working world. This
is frequently attained through a service career or re-
ligious vocation where one can truly help others. The
dichotomous pattern of women's working lives places
emphasis on career counseling at different times.
For the liberal arts student, senior year in college pre-
sents the first crucial period when she determines or re-
defines her long-range career goals. Today more ave-
nues are open to her than ever before, and our office
tries to give her a good start through individual and
group guidance. Besides providing counseling on ca-
reers and helping each student assess her own capabili-
ties, there are biweekly newsletters to apprise the class
of vocational conferences, working conditions and job
opportunities. Recruiters visit the campus during the
second semester, and students are assisted in finding
their first jobs. Last fail David Pinsky, an economist,
opened a career program, sponsored by the student
committee, with a talk on the Labor Market at the 1970's.
A series of panel discussions given by young alumnae
followed. The topic was New and Innovative Careers.
We keep in touch with alumni frequently, but another
key time in a woman's life may be after marriage when
her youngest child is in school and she decides to re-
turn to the labor market. For others a divorce or change
in family circumstances may necessitate a re-entry. Be-
sides taking stock of herself and the opportunities avail-
able in her community, she may seek further assistance.
There are many sources of help for the graduate re-
turning to the labor market. A number of career books
have been directed toward this group: Careers for Wom-
en after Marriage', Woman's Place - Options and Limits
in Professional cereersi, Job-Finding Techniques for
Mature Women3, Creative Careers for Women4, and So
You Want to Go Back to Work', to mention a few. The
Seven Women's Colleges have published books on part-
time and other opportunities for the returnee in three
18
Betsy A. James
Director of career counseling and placement
cities: The Next Step' (Boston), Washington Opportuni-
ties for Women' and Return Engagement' (Philadelphia).
Some cities offer job clinics sponsored by civic groups,
college clubs or employment agencies. Catalyst, a non-
profit group In Manhattan, is exploring ways in which
women can combine part-time jobs with family life. Its
vocational kit, "From Housewife to Professional Worker
in Nine Steps," will be followed this spring by a book
entitled, How to Get a Job When Your Husband Is
Against It, Your Children Aren't Old Enough, and There's
Nothing To Do Anyway.
Our office is always ready to assist alumni in any way.
An alumna may want to discuss possible career fields
for which her background would be appropriate. Per-
haps she wishes to know where to go for additional train-
ing If required or how to upgrade her skills and knowl-
edge of the occupation in which she was formerly em-
pioyed. An appraisal of the job market and current labor
conditions, or specific guidelines on how to prepare a
good resume and hunt for a job, may be what she needs.
Our vocational library contains a number of resources.
- directories of employers in fields including pubtish-
ing houses, private schools, Head Start programs, gov-
ernment agencies, conservation organizations or those
involved in urban planning. We maintain a general ca-
reer file on individual occupations, including profes-
sional schools offering training in a given field. Names
of employers in individuai locations are helpful to the
alumna who is restricted to one city. With less conflict
today between marriage and a career (most women have
both), a woman typically works more than a third of her
adult life and therefore wants to have an understanding
of the labor market when making plans.
Without question the labor market will continue to
grow; estimates forecast an increase of 15 million in the
1970's.' Also, while there are now over 30 million em-
ployed women, there will be 37 million in 1980, almost
half of the total increase in the working populatlon,
Among women working, 23% are single and 17% are
widowed i divorced iseparated, which ieaves 60% mar-
ried (half of that group had husbands earning iess than
$7,000 in 1968).
Two factors will account for future increase in the
working force: demand for more employees and replace-
ment of those who die, retire or stop working. The fastest
growing segment is expected to be in professional and
technical occupations with an anticipated 50% increase,
raising their numbers from 10.3 miillon to 15.5 miilion. In
terms of age, the greatest growth will be among young
adults from 25-34 which will lead many companies to
move people into middle management positions earlier.
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Contrasted with goods-producing industries, the serv-
ice-producing industries will continue to provide the
largest number of employment opportunities.
Augmenting the labor torce will be many not currently
employed, a large number of them married women. Their
entry will necessitate increased flexibility in terms of
working hours, more part-time positions, day care cen-
ters for their children and opportunities for additional
training in order to upgrade their skills.
The number of students graduating from colleges
and universities will continue to soar. We shall need
10,400,000 of these in the labor force. 6,100,000 because
of new opportunities and 4.300,000 to replace those leav-
ing'o. The chart below shows the percentage of in-
creases in numbers with the higher fhe degree, the
higher the percentage increase.
% of
IncreaseDegree
Bachelors
Masters
Doctorate
Total Grads.
No. Entering
Labor Market
10.200,000 8.400,000
2.700.000 900,000
400.000 18,000
13,300,000 9,318.000
The Bureau 01 Labor Statistics has analyzed the sup-
ply and demand in the 1970's for selected occupations
requiring a bachelor's or advanced degree. The suppiy
of chemists, counselors, dietitians, dentists, physicians
48
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I ma- II~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~'ment III
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11.- Needed for 14 mcs while prt5tht
and physicists will be significantly below the number
needed. In somewhat short supply will be engineers,
geologists and optometrists while architects and law-
yers will approximateiy equal the demand. Three fields
where the supply will far exceed the demand are mathe-
maticians, life-scientists and teachers, both elementary
and secondary. However, there will be good opportuni-
ties in ghetto schools and rural districts and in fields
such as special education. An expansion of vocational
and technical schools, junior and community colleges
will stimulate needs there. Among college teachers the
demand for those with Ph.D.s is expected to drop sharply
because of the rise in the number of doctoral degrees.
We must raise the vocational aspirations of our women
college graduates. Although recent legislation assures
them of equal pay for equal work and forbids discrimi-
Continued on page 40
Betsy James' wide experience brings to the placement
ollice a voice of authority weI/-equipped to deal with the
most important occupational fields for women. Her back-
ground speaks for itself: A.B. from Smith, M.A. and
Ed.D. from Columbia where she majored in guidance;
15 years in the placement ollices of Smith, Skidmore
and Connecticut; and counseling experience at Hunter,
Tabe-Coburn School for Fashion Careers and Mt. Hol-
yoke.
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Recommended Reading
Rhoda Meltzer Gilinsky '49
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Sarah Bernhardt, The Art Within the Legend. By Gerda
Taranow (associate professor of English). Princeton
University Press, $10.00. An outstanding study of the
actress' techniques, with analysis of her voice, gestures
and repertoire. The documentation alone - photo-
graphs, cartoons, reviews, and lists of recordings and
films - makes this book a valuable addition to any
library.
Theories pf Attraction and Love. By Bernard I. Murstein
(professor of psychology), editor. Springer Publishing
Co., $7.95. Based on the Connecticut College Sym-
posium on Theories of Interpersonal, these essays offer
the most recent thinking on why two people are drawn
to each other.
Modern Studies in Philosophy. Articles by F. Edward
Cranz (Rosemary Park professor of history) and Robert
W. Jordan (chairman of the philosophy department).
Doubleday Anchor Books. SI. Augustine is the subject
for a new anthology in this series.
Consumer's Union: Methods, Implications, and
Strengths. By Ruby Turner Morris (Lucretia L. Allyn pro-
fessor of economics and department chairman). Little-
field Publications. A new study of the subject on which
Professor Morris is justifiably famous.
Livingstone'S Companions. By Nadine Gordimer. Vik-
ing, $6.95. Miss Gordimer's fifth collection of short
stories, and, as in past works, much of her concern here
is with the policy of apartheid and its effects on both
blacks and whites in South African society.
The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters of George
Orwell. Edited by Sonia Orwell and Ian Angus. Harvest,
$3.95 paperback. Readers of Animal Farm and 1984 will
enjoy the less well-known Orwell writings and find the
notes on his life and ideas in the years from 1920 to 1950
intriguing.
Cole. Edited by Robert Kimball with a biographical es-
say by Brendan Gill. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, $25. For
lovers of Cole Porter and show biz, this book is a com-
pendium of his lyrics as well as a biography and stun-
ing picture book of the theatre.
The Waste Land; a Facsimile and Transcript of the Origi-
nal Drafts, Including the Annotations of Ezra Pound.
By T.SEliot. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, $22.50. A very
special book, this edition of The Waste Land shows the
evolution of the great poem from its origins (using lines
from nine unpublished poems) to the complete work we
know today. Mrs. Eliot's introduction provides a bio-
graphical background, and Pound's notes show the
changes that ullimately evolved in the creation of the
poem.
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In the Mailbox
Health Maintenance Organizations
Your winter issue of our alumni magazine is thought-provok-
ing! Thank you for such a stimulating number. Are there other
Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO sponsored by the
government) in which citizens pay to stay well- besides the
ones mentioned at Yale and Harvard?
"Health and intellect" are truly two blessings of life. My
husband and I have always been keenly interested in preventa-
tive medicine. Thank you for any further information.
Marjorie Disbro Fichthorn '31
Darien, Conn.
Two sources for additional information are: 1) the director of
your local hospital; 2) A.M.A. Div. of Medical Practice, 535 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago, III., 60610. The largest in the USA is
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, 300 Lakeside Drive, Box B17,
Oakland, Cal., 94604. Initiated only for employees in the '30s,
this organization is now open to all, includes 2,000,000 citizens
and has spread from California to Cleveland. Ed.
I thoroughly enjoyed you r winter issue; it was so well co-
ordinated and thought out, and came at a perfect time to
accentuate health. Dean Cobb's report interested me particu-
larly as I have always worked enthusiastically with the Cancer
Drive.
Eloise Stumm Brush '42
Columbus, Ohio
I have just read the winter issue of the Alumni Magazine-
from cover to cover. What a stunning magazine! The Alumni
Association and the college are to be congratulated.
Barbara Berman Levy '41
West Newton, Mass.
Alternative to Abortion
In her article on abortion, in the winter issue, Ellen Glascock
states, "Finally, while no woman should be denied a safe
abortion which she desires after careful consideration, it
should also be her right to know of alternative solutions. If
emotional support, therapy or financial assistance can erase
completely her reasons for abortion, these options should be
offered. "
Birthright, an organization for which I am a volunteer worker,
does offer alternatives to abortion. It gives every pregnant girl
or woman (single, married, divorced or widowed) the support
which society has heretofore withheld in many cases.
It is the right of every woman to have her baby and the right
of every baby to be born. There really should be no safer place
for him than in his mother's womb. It boils down to this:
abortion is death and defeat, birth is life and hope.
Anne Russillo Griffin '50
Norfolk, Va.
Women in Parentheses
With each peppy and sincere communication I receive from
collegemates asking for my money and my time, a swirling rage
begins. Am I to support a college that educates its women in
such a fashion that everyone of them forgets her obligation to
be independent and hurries herself into a parenthesis? Until
women decide to break the confines of their parentheses, why
educate them?
Do I want alumni information? Well, write to Mrs. Andrew
Jones. Who's that? Why everyone knows that's (Elizabeth
Walen). Oh. Do I want information about alumni weekend?
Good. Write to Mrs. Frank A. Saunders. Who? You don't know?
That's (Nancy Clark). Oh. Would Ilike to attend the Connecticut
College outing in Boston? Write to Mrs. Arthur Kale. Who? You
know. (Jane Wright). On. And please send your checks for
the building fund to Mrs. John P. Swithers. No. I won't. What
has John P. Swlthers to do with Connecticut College? Has he
ever been there? Oh, no. You misunderstand. There's a shadow
lurking in back of his name. Send your check to it. Oh.
There is a terrible symbolism in renouncing the name you
were born with in favor of the name with which your husband
was born. In that second you announce to the world and to
your expected children that you are in some way subordinate
to the man you married and, therefore, not wholly responsible
for yourself. Why doesn't he change his name to your name?
You laugh. That's just the point. You laugh. Ridiculous, isn't
it? That he should diminish himself in such a way seems
preposterous.
There are centuries of tradition to support a woman changing
her name, but the tradition is so repulsive it seems difficult to
believe that women choose to perpetrate it. One of the in-
gredients of that tradition is the English Common Law. Under
that law a woman's name change had more than romantic
significance. At the moment she took her marriage vows she
legally became disabled, and her husband became a sort of
legal guardian over her as he would over an insane person or
an infant. The legal status of an insane person was slightly
better than that of a married woman because upon recovery
the insane person could reclaim his property. The married
woman never "recovered." All her personal property, including
the wedding band he placed on her finger, became her hus-
band's. If she owned land her husband had exclusive control
over it and could, if he chose, evict her. The married woman
ceased to exist to the outside world except through her hus-
band. It was handy, therefore, for her to assume her husband's
name.
But things have changed. Married women have most (still
not all) the legal rights of married men. So why do they con-
tinue taking their mate's name? Because in some way they
like being shadows and like being dependent. The break
from father to husband is too difficult for many women so they
go from father to surrogate father. The husband becomes,
like the father, the provider, the source of all finances and pro-
tection. Women who take financial support from a man with
the feeling that it is their due treat themselves like children and
feel deep and anguished impotence. Being a woman is not a
protected occupation.
But what about children? If a woman keeps her own name
what name will the children have? This question has at its root a
most insidious suggestion of irresponsibility. To ask that ques-
tion is to intimate that women want to keep their names, but for
the sake of their children they are martyrs and sacrifice their
birthright. The facts are that most women when they change
their names cannot be certain that they can bear children, never
having done so before. And if it is for the children that names
are changed why not change the father's name? Why shouldn't
he take the mother's name? No. The issue of name changing
essentially has nothing to do with children, and women who
blame their unborn children for their own compromises of
dignity are being dishonest. Well, what about the children?
There are many alternatives. They can have their father's name,
their mother's name, a combination of both names, a new
name altogether, and on and on. There is no best solution, and,
frankly, there is not much of a problem either. The real issue
is the woman and what she plans to do with her life. Her daugh-
ters will watch her. And every daughter, regardless of her last
name, wishes with all her heart to have as a mother an adult,
self-respecting woman who takes responsibility for herself.
There is a dilemma in all this. A woman who keeps "her own
name" is really just keeping her father's name. Why is keeping
her father's name any more self-respecting than taking her
husband's name? Why doesn't she take her mother's name?
But there you have the same problem. Our mothers have their
fathers' names and our grandmothers have their fathers' names
and back and back and back, and nowhere is there a name that
is not the name of a man. So women have the choice of keep~
ing their father's name, taking their husband's name, or making
up a new name altogether.
I chose to keep my father's name because it was given to
me at birth and has grown into me and is the name under
which I have attained my maturity. My husband has the same
feelings about his name. Our marriage is a partnership of
equals that recognizes that each of us existed before we
married but that being married we are more free to pursue
our dreams.
Diana Altman '63
Auburndale, Mass.
Saga of a Foreign Student
I woud like to say how much I enjoy receiving the Connecticut
College Alumnae News: first of all, because it is such an ex-
cellent magazine (my husband usually reads it before I do!);
second, because I am happy to keep in touch with Connecti-
cut College, of which I am an alumna in a rather limited sense,
for I attended as a foreign student 1960-1. Subsequently, I did
what foreign students aren't supposed to do. I married an
American and came back as a permanent resident! Thus my
life was probably more radically affected by the year I spent at
Connecticut than is the case with most foreign students. Still,
some of my reactions when r first returned to my own country,
Denmark, are probably fairly typical.
One is terribly happy, of course, to be home again - a year
abroad is a long time when one is eighteen - but also a bit
nostalgic for Conn. College and things American. One goes to
the USIA library not only to read but to sniff the distinct smell
of American newsprint, bakes brownies out of Fanny Farmer,
tries to keep alive love and friendship on airmail stationery,
and attends the Fulbright professors' lectures and seminars.
Readjustment can be difficult. One is so impressionable at
eighteen, and ideas shaped at college do not always fit the
reality one confronts at home. For instance, I had become so
enthusiastic about an American literature course at Connecti-
cut that I decided to major in English at Copenhagen. But the
study of English at a European university with its heavy em-
phasis on linguistics is quite different from anything in this
country. However, I slayed with it and got an M.A. in English
in 1966.
Meanwhile, ! met my husband in Oxford in 1965. We were
married six months later to the day and settled in Denmark,
where he taught American history at the University of Copen-
hagen while I finished my degree. In the fall of 1966 we came
to this country and I was lucky enough to get a job in the
English department of Trinity College, Washington, D.C. I
taught there for five happy years until lack of money and stu-
dents forced Trinity to fire most of its non-tenured staff. (Having
watched the decline of one woman's college at close range
I am happy to see how successfully Connecticut seems to cope
with the crisis produced by financial difficulties and demands
for instant change.) So I am now a full-time housewife and
mother with a part-time teaching job at American University
and an unwritten doctoral dissertation, which will hopefully
some day get itself written.
Continued on page 40
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How Long Can One Remain
Faithful?
it depends upon the relationship and
how the relationship develops
Many colleges in the past had a one-dimensional re-lationship with alumni. Loyalty was the usual mo-
tivation behind alumni support, and, in turn, colleges ex-
pressed gratitude and demonstrated respect. But alumni
have additional needs which could be served by the col-
lege and many talents which could benefit their alma
mater. A new kind of educational relationship - a two-
way educational bond - could satisfy these needs and
channel these talents.
As Connecticut College and your alumni association
work together to create this two-way educational bond,
programs will have to reflect the diversity in our mem-
bership: recent graduates, the career-minded, the com-
munity service-oriented as well as those seeking per-
sonal satisfaction through intellectual growth.
Involvement in alumni education is not new to our as-
sociation. For years the central theme of the Alumni
Magazine has been educational, and college faculty have
shared their knowledge with us by participating in club,
reunion and council activities. Similarly, alumni have
offered their special skills to the college as trustees,
admission aides, career lecturers to students and col-
lege ambassadors in their local communities. But in-
creased emphasis on education suggests a rich variety
of additional possibilities.
Young alumni frequently express disinterest in the
social activities offered by an alumni association but
great interest in the future of the college. Recent gradu-
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Patricia Wertheim Abrams '60
President of the alumni association
ates know the college well and should be invaluable in
describing today's college to high school students, older
alumni, foundations and corporations. Perhaps our as-
sociation might tailor programs through which young
alumni would attract more prospective students and bet-
ter inform those in a position to contribute generously
to Connecticut. They would thus affect the future stu-
dent body, attract the funds which make educational in-
novation possible.
For the career-minded, greater use could be made of
services offered by the college placement office (see
Betsy James' article on page 18). The association might
establish a program of "Professional Alumni Serving
Connecticut" in which distinguished alumni in various
fields offer their expertise to the college. Or a "Career
Advisors" program could be formed with knowledgeable
alumni providing career advice and apprenticeship op-
portunities to students and other alumni. Non-working
alumni could participate by acting as hosts to students
working or visiting in different parts of the world.
Community service-oriented alumni might wish to
have college academic resources made more easily
available to them for their local projects. Sweet Briar has
a new program using the college as a central informa-
tion source and feed-back center with alumnae acting
as volunteers in a nationwide effort devoted to ecology.
Working through local clubs on particular ecology prob-
lems, alumnae send their data to Sweet Briar where it is
added to the college's own information bank and be-
comes available to other clubs dealing with similar prob-
lems. If enough Connecticut alumni are interested, our
association could investigate the feasibility of such a
program.
In these times when some aspects of a formal educa-
tion rapidly become obsolete, many are asking if a col-
lege does not have an educational responsibility to for-
mer students as well as to present ones. A number of
colleges already have initiated programs which trans-
port academic resources beyond ivied walls for greater
accessibility to alumni in their homes. Such a venture
for Connecticut - a complete continuing education pro-
gram for alumni living at a distance from the campus-
is still premature, but we are eager to know if alumni are
interested in a summer cultural weekend on campus,
alumni seminars in local communities or foreign lecture
tours.
Connecticut College recognizes the importance of
continued alumni participation and commitment. To-
gether with your alumni association, the college is trying
to develop new dimensions in its relationship with alum-
ni, new dimensions to fulfill definite needs. Many of the
above suggestions could be implemented if you - the
alumni - indicate an interest in promoting a new edu-
cational relationship. Do let us hear from you.
Class Notes
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Mrs. EnosB. Comstock
(Juline Warner)
176 Highwood Ave.
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Heartwarming enthusiasm is reflected in let-
ters from classmates over the Sykes Fund Lec-
ture last Nov. 23 when Archibald MacLeish
talked and read from his poems to a capacity
audience in Palmer auditorium. Writes Marlon
Kolsky Harris, "I took with me Dorothea (Dot)
Peck, Fanchon Hartman Tille and Nellie LeWitt
'23. MacLeish, now pushing 80, was as delight-
ful as when I heard him years ago but
that long-haired, blue-jean-clad audience were
in his hands and one could have heard a pin
drop in that hushed auditorium." Other 'taers
present were Marenda Prentls, Virginia Rose,
and Sadie Colt Benjamin. "Dr. and Mrs. Shain
came over to greet us and Miss Eastburn was
most attentive. I was sorry we couldn't dine
on campus, though cordially invited. We missed
Winona, who has left Hartford to live on her
farm." Sadie Coli Benjamin commented, "The
Sykes lecture was a great success. Think every
seat was taken and the audience (mostly stu-
dents) enthralled." Edith Harris Ward wrote
at Christmas from New Milford, Florence Cams
from East Berlin, Florence Lennon Romaine
from Hartford. Margaret Maher Ruby wrote,
"I have just returned from a visit to Dallas where
I became acquainted with a granddaughter,
Melissa. I joined the grandmother's club in
May. probably the latest member. I sold
my home and moved into an apartment-ele-
vator and "security", more suitable for a lone
'granny'." "Aren't you proud," asks Julia Hatch
from Burlington, vt., "of the way our college is
handling the changing world of college stu-
dents and our class' surprising record of con-
tributions?" Margaret Mitchell Goodrich's card
"counts her blessings", including her sister,
her sons, grandchildren and great qrandchlld-
ren, all of them living quite near. Alison Hast-
Ings Thomson's card from Fla. has one of her
poems but also the sad news of her sister's
death. Ann went to C.C. for two years, finishing
at Radcliffe. "I write a few poems every year,"
says Alison, "none of which are immo~al,"
Helen Cannon Cronin's card came again from
Petersburg, Va. Esther Barnes Cottrell of
Mystic lost her brother Amos in the summer.
Ruth Trail McClellan writes from Klamath Falls,
Ore. that she "moved to a mobile home in a
good court, within walking distance of many
of my needs. Now that I am alone it seemed
best to make a change to a place with less
care." In her Christmas letter, Ruth Avery
French writes of her life in Grantham, N.H.,
"a little village where everyone is known." She
talks of window boxes, of seedlings and bulbs,
of iris, lemon lilies and poppies. "Now," she
concludes, "the shed is full of wood, the cellar
with coat. and the products of the garden;
the new storm windows are in place; the tar
paper weather-proofing around the founda-
IN MEMORIAM
Dorothy R. Dart '19
M, Josephine Emerson Stiles '19
Ethel Mason Dempsey '21
Ann Hastings Chase '22
Helen HewettWebb '25
Frances Angier Thiel '26
Alice Owens Ansley '27
Rosamond Holmes Smith '29
Helen Robertson Shroyer '32
Gertrude Barney Lester '44
Patience Parker '44
Alice Osborn Halsted '53
Ann Henderson '55
Professor James Dendy of the Music
Department died on December 4 at
the age of 48. For fourteen years he
had taught organ, music history and
theory and for eight years had served
as College Organist. He composed
music for organ and chorus, wrote
numerous articles, and left in manu-
script a completed work on his ape-
cialty, baroque organ music. A me-
morial service in the Chapel on De-
cember 6 was attended by his col-
leagues and students and by his many
friends in the city, where he was or-
ganist and choir director at St. James.
President Shain's eulogy is printed in
the Winter Issue of the Connecticut
College News.
tion. We are settling in for winter, when, in-
stead of visits from our friends, we look for-
ward to their letters."
A letter from Richard Stiles, Dublin, Calif.
brings news of the death of his mother, Dr.
Josephine Emerson Stiles, of Martinez, Calif.
The Alumni Office reports the death of perc-
thy Dart on Sept. 30, 1971 in Washington,
D.C. The class extends its sympathy.
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Many classmates wrote to say they had no
news but were enthusiastic about our 50th
reunion. To many who had not returned in
years, the growth of the college was amaz-
ing. Margaret Jacobson Cusick found the new
spirit pervading and the undergraduates re-
markably polite and willing to exchange ideas
despite the age gap. Peg is a student at the
Institute for Retired Professionals, part of the
New School for Social Research in NYC. She
takes four courses, most of them in liberal
arts. Dorothy Wull Weatherhead took an East-
ern Europe trip last July and in March is off
for Madeira, Morocco, Spain and Portugal.
Dorothy Pryde was in Morocco last autumn
with a camera group and found the small towns
with their markets fascinating-the ancient and
modern were all there. Ella McCollum Vah·
Itelch broke her hip last June and was inca-
pacitated for some time, though well on the
way to recovery now. Doris Patterson Ger·
man went to Florida for most of the winter,
staying on the east coast in Jan. and the west
in Feb. Helen Rich Baldwin was appointed
editor of Pilgrim News of the Mayflower So-
ciety of D.C. On Jan. 17 she is Invited to at-
tend the tea that Mrs. Nixon gives in the White
House to members of the League of Republi-
can Women of D.C. In October Billy and Irv-
ing celebrated their 49th wedding anniversary
at Pompano Beach. Edith Sheridan Brady in
Los Angeles, has two children and 7 grand-
children who are a comfort to her since the
loss of her husband Joseph last Jan. Edith
was interested in pictures and accounts of
reunion. Olive L1tt1ehales Corbin and Emory
went to Boston twice to see their son perform
and to Md. for Christmas with their daughter.
Olive and Em assisted with puppet shows in
the local schools at Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas and Olive may be involved in another
play with the local theater group this winter.
Harriette Johnson Lynn attended a July John-
son family reunion in Me. She plans a Fla.
vacation again this winter and joined a class
in gymnastics. Oil painting is still her pet
hobby although making articles for her an-
nual church bazaar takes up more than 80%
of her time. Marlon Adams Taylor and hus-
band flew to Europe in Sept., visiting Cop-
en hagen, London, Geneva, Paris and Rome.
On the trip they celebrated their 50th wed-
ding anniversary. Upon their return had an-
other celebration by their children and grand-
children who came from Mass., R.1. and Okla.
Marlon Lyon Jcnee.moveo to Jacksonville, Fla.
and was glad to be back in that state. Due
to illness your correspondent was not back
for reunion but letters and pictures did allay
my disappointment somewhat.
Classmates send sincerest sympathy to
Roberta Newlon Blanchard on the loss of her
husband Harold last Sept. It is with sadness
that we report the death of Ethel Mason Demp·
sey on New Year's Day. Our sympathy is ex-
tended to Ethel's sister.
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Miss Marjorie E. Smith
537 Angell St., Providence, A. I. 02906
'72 Our reunIon-make It the best!
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Helene Wulf Knup continues an active
member in a bridge club, a study club, and
a "Friend" of the Slater (Historical) Museum
in Norwich and the Lyman Allyn Museum
in New London. The Allyn Museum sponsors
art lectures once a month and several tours
to important art centers throughout the win-
ter. Mary Birch Timberman, Margaret Heyer
and Alice Holcombe are members of this group,
so we have opportunities to visit together
frequently. Helene manages four trips to N.Y.
during the season to attend plays at the Beau-
mont Theater. In summer she leaves her 185
year old house in Norwich and moves to Groton
Long Point where she swims daily. Katherine
Stone Leavenworth keeps up her interest in
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music by accompanying rhythm and singing
classes in a nursery school, playing the or-
gan in her church etc. She planned her first
trip abroad for last summer. In Oct. Mary
Birch Timberman went as a delegate to the
national convention of Women's Republican
Clubs in Washington, representing the Old
Lyme Chapter of which she is president. Mary
plans to spend Feb. in Mexico. Ethel Kane
Fielding and Walker left Boston and moved to
Heritage Village in Southbury, Conn. They
are happily settled in, very pleased with the
arrangement and thoroughly contented to be
out of the city. Since Alice Ramsay moved to
Oneco Ave., the College is accessible and
she takes advantage of a great deal that is
going on there, finding it difficult to choose
among the Dfferings of art lectures, concerts,
chapel jazz matins, faculty talks "and stu-
dent protests." She takes four courses at col-
lege this semester and finds it stimulating to
be accepted as one of the co-eds. The classes
include daughters, sons, and granddaughters
of alumnae of the 20's, 40's and 50's. She was
one of several volunteers who monitored the
recently adopted self-scheduled exam ex-
periment and comments that "today's" stu-
dent assumes increasing responsibility for his
own education." Margaret McCarthy Morrissey
lives in Hanover, N.H. where she and her hus-
band built a home after his retirement. For
the past four years they have gone to Ireland
in the spring and spent their summers in
Essex, Mass. Back in Hanover they are in-
volved in alumni affairs, as her husband is
scretary of his class, and they are interested
in the fall and -winter sports at the college.
"Mugs" writes glowingly of their children and
grandchildren and the things they are doing
in this country and abroad.
It is with deepest regret that I report the
death last August of Virginia P. Eddy.
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Dorothy Kilbourn
84 Fcrest St.
Hartford, Conn. 06105
Elinore (Kay) Kelly Moore and Hap, presi-
dent emeritus of SUNY Maritime College, en-
joy life at Virginia Beach where they found
many retired from the Coast Guard and
Conn. alumnae. Son John, a trial lawyer, lives
nearby with three children: Jack, Michael and
daughter Barry. Kay is active in garden club,
house tours and bridge. Grace Bennet Nu-
veen has an Illinois address but spent six
weeks on a South Pacific cruise last spring;
accompanied the Chicago Symphony with
30 other symphony friends in the fail on its
tour to Berlin, Vienna, Milan, Paris and Lon-
don; then visited daughter Margie in Geneva
and with Anne, C. C. '54, went to Greece,
Vienna and Paris. YWCA meetings have taken
her twice to NYC and to Washington. This
winter she is in Fla. where all her children
and grandchildren joined her for the holidays.
Sallle Dodd Murphy had a marvellous visit to
England last year, sightseeing with daughter
Sally and her exchange-teacher husband.
Daughter Eleanor and her family live in Hawaii
and her mother hopes to visit there again
soon. Margaret Ewing Hoag still lives in Cam-
bridge and Garrett still actively practices law.
They travel a great deal, play golf, read,
garden. Peg is interested in geriatrics and
spends much time at an old people's home.
She enjoys having her children nearby, one
son-in-law being a professor at Harvard Law
and another an MIT professor of architecture.
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6 granddaughters and 5 grandsons range from
a student at Haverford and another at Bryn
Mawr to a a-year-oro in nursery school. Ger-
trude Noyes enjoyed a fall trip to the Orient.
She found the misfortunes of the poor of
Manila particularly distressing. A highlight
of the trip was being entertained in Hong
Kong by two former C. C. exchange students.
Janet Goodrich Dresser and Allen live in Rock-
ville, Conn. but spend summers in a house
they bought in Brookfield, VI. Marie (Mullie)
Barker Williams and Lowell spent a couple
of days with them test summer and continued
their reminiscences when the Dressers visited
the Williamses on Cape Cod. The Dressers
expect to go to Florida for January. Their
grandchildren total 7. Daughter Joan lives
nearby, Grace and family in Vt. and Janet in
Pa. Muffle and Lowell, grandparents of 25
children, celebrated his retirement by a 10
weeks motor trip west and south, camping and
visiting friends and relatives for i2,000 miles
through 26 states. The highlight was the dedi-
cation of London Bridge at Havasu City, Ariz.
with a week of festivities graced by the Lord
Mayor of London with all his pomp and pag-
eantry. During a parade of decorated boats
under the Bridge, Mullie's son Berk won 2nd
prize. Mullie had all 5 of her sons, with 12 of
their children, together at Cape Cod last sum-
mer for the first time in 23 years.
The class is saddened to hear of the death
last November of Helen Hewett Webb.
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Barbara Tracy Coogan received the Luther
Halsey Gulick award, the highest award pre-
sented by the National Camp Fire Girls to
a local volunteer and the first such citation
given in the Greater Boston Council. Bob
says, "It's a nice finish to volunteer work that
started 50 years ago when I was leader of a
Blue Bird group at 15." Esther Chandler 'ray-
lor's daughter is a social worker in NYC.
Essie writes, "Sue attends conferences where
Helen Lehman Buttenwleser is speaker; she
thinks 'Lemon' is a 'human dynamo'." Lyda
ChaUleld Sudduth reports the birth of an-
other grandchild, Jill Lyda. "Now I have 10
grands,S of each sex. Just call me 'Old 5 &
10 Sudduth'." Margaret Graham Reichen-
bach's son married a New London girl. He's
with a boat firm in Groton. Frances Williams
Wood, who flew to Bermuda to subside after
the holidays, says, "My granddaughter is a
sophomore at Lawrence. Tempus fugit!" Be-
fore Elizabeth Cade Simons set off on a Carib-
bean cruise in Jan., she, Mariam Addis Wood-
Ing and Ed "enjoyed a bon voyage dinner
a trois." Betty is now in Fla., "hoping to reune
with 'zzers there." In Conn., she serves on
the hospital board as sec., trustee, and chair-
man. Her son is with the FAa under U.N.
in Rome. The son of Elizabeth Tremaine Pierce
was assigned to the Philippines in Dec., leav-
ing his wife and son at the Pierces'. Betty
writes, "Wife is expecting a 2nd child in June;
so it's a race with the stork. It takes 4-6 months
for dependents to get their 'orders'." Susan
ChIttenden Cunlngham attended the Harvard
seminar on high finance and came away "still
perplexed by the gyrations of the Nixon ec-
onomics, stock market and the international
monetary situation." She and Ted took a tour
of Europe. At a retirement party honoring
Mary Crofoot OeGange. President Shain and
his administrative team toasted her "with
affection and esteem" in recognition of her
44 years of outstanding assistance to the
College. Since our 44th, the homes of Eleanor
Vernon and Constance Noble Gatchell were
ransacked. Nubs found her money gone and
her own carving knife resting on the bed. Con-
nie found her 4 porch doors wide open for a
fast getaway with her money, jewelry and
stamp collections. Frances Joseph enjoyed
the New London Club meeting at Lyman Allyn
Museum. "The Conn Chords sang. The Inter-
national Dancers were scheduled to perform
but no floor space was available. The museum
is being remodeled. Roads nearby are torn up
for the approaches to the new bridge." Mar-
jorie Halsted Heffron urges us to plan NOW
for the greatest reunion of all, our 50th, nc
matter what changes are made on the hill
or in our lives.
We extend our sympathy to Edith (Pat)
Clark on the loss of her mother whom many
of us knew and loved and to Honey Lou Owens
Rogers '28 whose sister Alice Owens Ansley
died suddenly of a heart attack at her home
in Atlanta, Ga.
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Elizabeth Seward Tarvin and husband, who
retired two years ago, are active in the field
of conservation, Tarv as supervisor of the
Northeast Jersey Soil Conservation Dtst. He
and Betty, secretary of the Ladies Auxili-
ary, have made trips to W. Va. and Atlantic
City in connection with their work. They
vacationed in Alaska last summer and plan
to leave in Feb. on a trip around the world by
air. They spent Christmas with their daughter
Barbara and husband in Bloomington, tno.,
where Barbara's husband is teaching and
completing his doctoral thesis at the uni-
versity. Barbara does SUbstitute teaching in
home economics. The Tarvins have one
grandchild, Michael Allen, whose father
Peter is in the Army's special services in
Thailand. Allee Safford Milton is a semi-
retired landscape architect and wedding
consultant, involved in re-doing one of the
city parks in Worcester, Mass. and busy
with projects of the Horticultural Society
and Garden Club. She and her lawyer hus-
band have two sons, one with State Mutual
Life in Worcester and the other with Morgan
Guaranty in N.Y. A new grandson makes 4
grandchildren in all. Eleanor Newmiller Sid-
man and husband, after 34 years in Glen
Ridge, N.J., moved last May to Deerfield
Beach, Fla. and "don't miss the snow and cold
of the north one bit." The Sidmans have a
new granddaughter, 7th grandchild, born
last July to "1 daughter Shirley, C. C. '55.
Margaret Burroughs Kohrs husband retired
Dec. 31 and they bought a house on the
Cape. Winifred Link Stewart and Gil are
happily settueo in their new "dream house"
in Orient, L.1. In early Nov. they flew to Chi-
cago for a visit with daughter Anne, her hus-
band Dennis and Julian 3, and at Thanks-
giving they enjoyed a reunion in Washington,
D.C. with son John and family. John is direc-
tor of the Office of Communications of the
Democratic National Committee and wife
Nancy is headmistress of a Montessori school
attended by both Michael 7 and Cara Jane 4.
Frances Wells Vroom, Elizabeth Speirs and
Winnie got together for lunch last summer in
nearby Southold, where Fran vacations, and
then spent the afternoon swimming and en-
joying the beach. Last fall Fran spent six
marvelous weeks on the West Coast. Her
daughter Barbara is back from six months
in Europe. Flora (Pat) Hlne Myers is en-
thusiastic about a trip to Europe (Pat's
first) which she and husband Glenn and 7
other couples from the Hartford area took last
Sept. They toured Germany, Austria and
Switzerland in a de luxe bus (once owned
by Queen Wilhelmina) and their bus driver,
hostess and tour director were Dutch. Re-
becca (Becky) Rau visited Pat in Oct. and had
a "mini-reunion" of several 'asers at Pat's
home in Farmington. Ruth Petrofsky teaches
3rd grade. Last summer she toured Alaska
and went on to Seattle and Calif. for two
more weeks. Elizabeth (Betty) Williams Mor-
ton who lives at Heritage Villate, South-
bury, Conn., is busy in civic affairs and
hopes that the Conn. condominium law will
be amended in the next session of the state
legislature. Dorothy Adams Cram's son Bar-
rell is at Davis Montban Air Force Base in
Tucson. Normah Kennedy Mandell and Web
visited with Adeline McMiller Stevens and
Tom July 4 when they met half way between
Akron and Cleveland at a jam session at
which Web played the piano. Elizabeth (Bibbo)
Riley Whitman, our class agent, requests that
contributions to AAGP be sent to the C. C.
Office of Development.
The class extends sincere sympathy to
the family of Virginia Shank Anderson who
died Apr. 1, 1971 and to the family of Rosa-
mond Holmes Smith whose death' occurred
Dec. 12, 1971.
1930
Mrs. Frank R.Spencer
(Elizabeth Edwards)
Box 134, Trotta Lane
Morris, Conn. 06763
1931
Mrs. Ross. D. Spangler
(Mary Louise Holley)
810SouthHighSt.
West Chester, Pa. 19380
Mrs. ErnestA. N.Seyfrled
(Wilhelmina Brown)
37 South Main St.
Nazareth, Pa. 18064
Elinor Wells Smith, troubled with a virus
infection since last July, did not visit her
son in Texas this year as planned. Dorothy
Cluthe Schoof and Herb had 4% months in
Europe this past year. Their comfortable
apartment 25 mi. from Salzburg is now con-
sidered their second home. My college room-
mate, Mildred Shea, still lives in Shaker
Heights with her sister Dorothy and periodic-
ally sees a lifelong hometown friend of
mine. Janelle Warriner Cleaver comes east
to Villanova occasionally to see her son Tom
and family. She helps her daughter Sally
with her children so Sally can finish her
schooling. Since they are now in school,
Janette has time for golf, bridge, etc. Lois
Eddy Chidsey is on the zoning board of
New Milford, Conn. and, since she is the only
one without a fulltime job, gets all calls for
help during the day. Aurelia Hunt Robinson
and her husband built a new "[ust right"
house in Chappaqua, N.Y. As they did
much repair work and burglar-proofing on
a summer home in Pa. this past year, they did
not have a chance to go trout fishing. In
Sept., they went to Calif. Son Dave and
his wife Pat have a e-mos. old son. Geoff and
Linnea live only 4 blocks from Aurelia.
Dick and Joyce are out of the Army and he
is back in college in Hartford. Achsah Roberts
Fennell says Rossmoor is a lovely leisure
world place for people over 48. She is very
happy there. Her daughter Diane whose 6
children range from 3-15 plans to remarry
in the spring. Alice Hangen's brother and
wife returned from Colo. to Endicott, N.Y.
and planned on Christmas dinner at home
for the first time in a number of years. Con-
stance Ganoe Jones' son Rick and wife
worked hard on their charming old house
in Windham, N.H. They and their children
spent Thanksgiving with Connie and Dick,
as did Debby who left the next morning in
snow to drive to Seattle to be district dir-'
ector of Totem Council Girl Scouts of Ameri-
ca. She had a temporary job with American
Camping Ass'n and a summer job at Camp
lanark, Casco, Me. Connie and Dick bor-
rowed her camper trailer for their first camp-
ing experience in June near Windham and
found it enjoyable in spite of the heat. As
Diane and Don Wilson of Hawaii were on the
mainland for a course at Cornell, they spent
a weekend with the Joneses. Don runs the
Officers Club at Kaneohe. They plan to stay
there at least two more years until younger
son Eric graduates from high school. Their
older son Mike entered the Univ. of Wisc.
this past fall. Don retires from the Ma-
rines in June. Nicki came east in June for a
P.T. convention; so Connie and Dick spent
a busy weekend with her in Boston. Nicki,
situated at Rancho Los Amigos in L.A.,
does not like the area but loves her work, is
head of a department and toys with the
idea of buying a house. For the first time
Connie and Dick planned to spend Christ-
mas away from home, with Rick and family.
During the past 12 mos., I, Mary Louise
Holley Spangler, have been on the road
almost constantly-four times to Wisc" twice
to Vt., once to Conn. and once to Calif.
When son John and t drove to La Crosse
in April, we had dinner and a good visit
with Marjorie Platz Murphy and Gene. In
Feoruary daughter Holley, new son Karl and
Gretchen 3 and I had tea with Mary Innet
Jennings in Middlebury, VI. Except that Pat's
arthritis bothers her she is just like her old
self. She and husband Jack left in April for
Munich. He had to return in a week's time
but Pat's brother Ed and wife met her in Mun-
ich and they spent 2lh weeks driving through
southern Bavaria. She say Dorothy Blrdsey
Manning recently. They, Pat and Jack, left
Dec. 5 from Montreal for Barbados for Jack's
vacation. Ross, John and I spent Thanks-
giVing with Holley's family in vt. To heip
make it a real old fashioned celebration,
Ross and John contributed a wild turkey,
2 pheasants and several rabbits. Dec. 15
John went back to work at Toll House Inn
in Stowe. Ross and I flew to Calif. on the 18th
for 10 days with Rilla and family and other
relatives. Had Christmas dinner with a cousin
and family whom I had not seen in 10 years.
When we returned to Pa., Aachel and her
family were here on their way back from
Virginia to Ohio.
1932
Mrs. Alfred K. Brown (PrIscilla Moore)
27 Hill sr., Shrewsbury, Mass. 01545
1933
Mrs. Dean Coffin
(Winifred De Forest)
7261 Hollywood Blvd.
HOllywood, Calif. 90046
Barbara Mundy Groves and husband toured
Europe by train and saw daughter Marge
in Austria. Three feet of snow in British
Columbia where Barbara lives and she's
planning a trip to Labrador. Katherine Ham-
mond Engler has a granddaughter name-
sake. Nancy Smedley, retiring in April to
travel, is new class treasurer. Ruth Ferree
Wessels has 2 grandchildren, a part-time
job and a host of community projects. She
saw Virginia (Ginny) Swan Parrish in Ft.
Lauderdale, and Janet Swan Eveleth. Dottle
Wheeler Spaulding and Elizabeth (liZ) car-
ver McKay met on the same Mediterranean
cruise tour and had a great reunion. Dottie
also saw Eleanor (Beano) Jones Heilman
who enjoys her husband's retirement-two
vacations, one to Jamaica and one to Europe.
She co-chairmaned the Women's Committee
of the U.S. Open Golf. Elizabeth (Liz) Car-
ver McKay ran into Sheila Hartwell Moses
shopping in Boston. For Marjorie Fleming
Brown more grandchildren, to 3 in all. Har-
riel Kistler Browne and husband had a
month in County Kerry, Ireland, where Ryan's
Daughter was filmed. One son married and
one a bachelor. She says the CC retirees
on the west coast of Florida are great. Anna
May Derge GUlmer and her husband have a
new Seawing ketch of Tom's design, the
first fiberglass boat to be sailed around the
world. Joanna Eakin Despres is painting up
a storm, showing at two galleries, Menlo
Park and Palo Alto, Calif. Had a one man
show at the Bechtel International Center at
Stanford last summer. Her paintings sell in
several major cities. Dorothy (Dot) Kellogg
Stewart and husband sold out everything,
retired and concentrate on genealogy, a
good many grandchildren and trips in the
camper to Tenn., Fla. and other spots. She
still does income tax work. Winnie De Forest
Coffin flirted with the angels last fall, had a
tracheotomy, like Elizabeth Taylor's, but no
diamond. Dramatic to the end! Fine now but
there is a disappointing dearth of movie
and television work.
Reunion in '73. Start saving now!
1934
Mrs. J. Arthur Wheeler
(Ann Crocker)
Box 454, Niantic, Conn. 06357
1935
Mrs. Thomas S.McKeown
(Ruth A. Fordyce)
North Beach, Box 82
Pentwater, Mich. 49449
Mrs. Eugene S.Backus
(CatherIne Ann Cartwright)
27 Halsey Drive
Old Greenwich, Conn. 06870
Merion lJoey) FerrIs Ritter and husband
Julius will have another C.C. graduate in
the family next May 21. Daughter Ruth has
been carrying a double major, zoology and
religion, and involving herself in many ac-
tivities, as does her mother at home. The
Ritters enjoy boating in their 31' trimaran
and expect to camp along the Florida Keys
this winter. Adele (Jimmie) Francis Toye
in England enjoys good health after a seri-
ous illness in 1970. Her activities, including
golf and trips to the theatre and art exhibits
in London, have been curtailed but she is
doing half time social work with the Hert-
fordshire County Council and portrait-paint-
ing with a weekly class at Barnet College.
At the time of writing Jimmie expressed
concern over their son, his wife and baby
who have been in India since last Sept.
doing a research job in economics for the
Univ. of London. Their daughter, son-in-
law and two grandsons return to England
in February after two years in Germany.
Last fall Lydia (Jill) Albree Childs and Sam
had dinner with the Toyes. The Childs had
three of their four children home for Christ-
mas. Two of them lived in Afghanistan and
Argentina. Edna Grubner Gilman replied to
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our inquiry but had no news. Barbara (Bob-
bie) Hervey Reussow and Charlie are really
enjoying their retirement years. From their
home in Boca Raton they went on a cruise
in their 31' Chris Craft to the Bahamas last
May. Later they undertook a 7000 mile fish-
ing trip in their motor home to Canada,
visited friends in Syracuse and lunched with
Mary Stover Curtiss. This season they an-
ticipate a visit from Constance (Connie)
Turner Rea and Dick and possibly from
Corlne (Rene) Dewey Walsh. Martha Hickam
Fink leads a "peaceful, contented existence"
with "no news, no trips, weddings, or op-
erations." Ruth Fordyce McKeown and
OFFICIAL NOTICE
The annual meeting of the Con-
necticut College Alumni Associa-
tion will be held in Crozier-Wil-
liams Center at the college on
Saturday, May 20, 1972, at 10 AM.
The agenda will include reports
from the officers of the associa-
tion, an alumni trustee, and chair-
men of standing and special com-
mittees.
Tom are spending the winter in Holmes
Beach, Fla. near Katherine (Kay) Woodward
Curtiss and Dan, who bought a winter home
in Flamingo Cay. Son Tom has a leave from
Stephens College where he teaches creative
writing, and is in Ireland for 6 weeks. He
has had his poetry published this past year
in the New Yorker and Saturday Review.
He will spend three months writing under
a grant at the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation
of New Mexico at Taos and a month with
us in March. Son Clark, with American Oil
in Chicago, joined us for Christmas. We
hope to have a "reunion" soon, as Barbara
Stott Tolman and Hank and Martha Hickam
Fink and Rudy join us in February. Doris
Merchant Wiener has taken up genealogy
in earnest, with trips to N.Y., R.I. and Conn.
in search of her ancestors. Doris joinea
the DAR, the Society of Mayflower Descend-
ants, Daughters of 1812 and the Hugue-
nots. Between research sessions, she helps
Frederick with his citation checking. Their
two sons have been in active service, the
Navy and the Army. Catherine (Kaye) cert-
wright Backus' vacation plans for the West
Coast last fall were deferred due to a
coronary suffered by Gene, who is making
a good recovery. Our eldest Son Steve is
back in Boston after a tour of active duty
as an officer in the Army Reserve. Dave,
our 2nd son, graduated from Brown last
June and, pending his decision about gradu-
ate school, works as a mechanical engineer
with Albertson, Sharp and Backus. Paul, our
young hopeful, is in his 3rd year in the Col-
lege of Resource Development at the Univ.
of R.1. I keep busy with some volunteer
church work and participation in the ac-
tivities of the Greenwich Women's Repub-
lican Club. Margaret (Peg) Baylis Hrones
has a new grandson, Christopher, born in
Del. in Heidelberg, Germany, to son Stephen
and his wife Anneliese. The Hroneses plan
to visit the Karrs (Dorothy "Petey" Boomer
and Neal) at Marco Island, Fla. in Jan. The
Karrs bought a home and moved permanently
to Marco Island where they play lots of
golf and enjoy "the heavenly temperatures."
Son Jim was married in August and daughter
Judy, C.C. '62 had their first grandchild in
Vt. in Oct. Elizabeth (Betty) Bell Sturges
Jr. and Hollister spend their weekends and
summers in Woodstock, N.Y. where there is
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room for children and 4 grandchildren to
visit. Son Hollister III is getting his Ph. D. in
art history at Univ. of Calif. Berkeley-2
children. Daughter Pamela is married to
Bob Scnorte. professor of anthropology at
the New School in N.Y.-2 children. Daughter
Abigail, a book designer free-lancing for
Doubleday, Crowell, is married to an artist
and lives in a N.Y. loft. Mary Blatchford Van
Etten continues to work at Lasell Jr. Col-
lege but she and John are "thinking of
retirement in the not too distant future."
They enjoyed a spring holiday in Fla. and
summer vacation at their camp in Me. Betty
Lou Bozell Forrest reports that since Johnnie
retired from village political life, they have
spent more time in V1. The class baby, Jack,
is a major in the Army stationed at Ft. Belvoir
and is active in scouting. Don brings his
two sons to visit in the summer. Betty Lou's
parents celebrated their 61st anniversary just
before Thanksgiving. Sabrina (Subby) Burr
Sanders attended the marriage of 2nd son
Don to Susan B. Adams recently. Son Greg
was best man and 3rd son Steve ushered.
Subby'e sisters, Cindy, C.C. '39 and Phyllis
came from Clinton, N.Y. and San Francisco
for the festivities. Subby and Harry spent
a week in Oct. in Me. travelling and golf-
ing. Elizabeth (Betty) Corbly Farrell taught
in a Washington, D.C. high school until
last June, is now a full time graduate stu-
dent in education at Catholic Univ. Betty's
daughter Betsy her husband and 3 children
live nearby. Daughter Ann, husband and two
children live in Columbus, Ohio. Daughter
Mary works in Nat'! Archives of Amer. Art
(Smithsonian). Son Michael and wife Berna-
dette are students at C.U. Son James is a
sophomore at St. Albans. Jane Cox Cos-
grove and Jim were in London in Oct. to
attend the wedding of their nephew in the
Chapel of the Order of the British Empire
in St. Paul's Cathedral. As Jane's parents
moved back to Conn., she sees them often.
Hazel Depew Holden and Hap thoroughly
enjoy retirement, spent May-Nov. in A.1. and
winter months in Madison, N.J. Rog, Audrey
and granddaughter Heidi live in New Orleans.
Judy, Hank and new grandson Paul born
Labor Day '71, are in Pittsburgh. Gretchen
and Ron are in Monterey, Calif. They spent
10 fun days with Petey Boomer Karr and
Neal-fellows sailed, gals drove to Me. Cor-
Inne Dewey Walsh spent 6 weeks wandering
around Europe this fall, especially loved
Yugoslavia and her return to Greece. She
works part time and plans another trip.
Corinne was anticipating her entire family
for the holidays. Virginia Diehl Moorhead
teaches in a girls' school in Japan.
Our deepest sympathy to Helen Baum-
garten Wolle on the loss of her father last
April.
1936
Mrs. Elmer Pierson (Elizabeth Davis)
9 Riverview Street
Essex,Conn.06426
Mrs. Alys Griswold Haman
(Alys E.Griswold)
Ferry Road, Old Lyme, Conn. 06371
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1937
Mrs. Emma Manning
(Emma Moore)
304Santa Clara Way
San Mateo, Calif. 94403
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Elise Thompson Bailen '" deeply involved
in the activities of a settlement house in East
Harlem, directing a training program for dis-
advantaged boys. Daughter Ann is a classics
major at Radcliffe where she is coxswain on
the Eliot House crew. Emily is a freshman at
Bennington. Son Tom 16 is at Trinity School,
involved with the current youth music, includ-
ing teaching guitar. Janet Thorn Waesche's
husband retired from the Coast Guard in
July and is now regional representative of
the Dept. of Transportation in Kansas City.
Jillian 13 "is the only chick left in the nest."
Daughter Judy is in Norfolk where her Para-
guayan husband is an interne. Janet sees
Elizabeth Stromberg Naab whenever she goes
east. Elizabeth Schumann Teter is involved
in church work. Her husband Bob suffered
severe heart problems in the spring, followed
by surgery, a long convatesence and finally
back to work on Dec. 1. Daughter Sue has
3 children; son Jim is a senior at Carnegie-
Mellon in Pittsburgh; son Steve started col-
lege in '70, decided he'd like to see a little
of the world a la thumb and on his return
from a grand trip to the West Coast went to
work in the Postal Service. Margaret Welling-
Ion Parsons reports "absolutely no news;
both boys are in college." Marjorie Webb
Jones is in her 10th year as church secretary.
Husband Howard is with an engineering firm.
Daughter Linda lives in St. Paul with teacher-
husband and one boy, Eric. Son Bob and wife
Cart have one more year in Army service in
Germany. Cornelia Tillotson anticipates re-
tirement (3 more years) to her little house in
East Gloucester. Coco sees lots of C.C.
friends constantly. Virginia Peterson Sarles
teaches Gr. 3 but managed a visit with her
daughter and family in Hawaii and later visited
Caracas where she talked to Elizabeth Gil·
be~ Gehle in Bogota. Ginny has 2 grand-
children. Dorothy Richardson retired from
teaching school last March after 31 years.
Dottie lost her parents in August. Margaret
McConnell Edwards' husband George is a
judge of the U.S. Court of Appeals, 6th
Circuit. They spend their time in Cincinnati
and Detroit. Peg manages to work as a
teacher's aide in both cities. Both their sons
are lawyers: George the elected city clerk of
Detroit and Jim an assistant attorney general
in the State Attorney General's Office. Both
are married and Peg has one granddaughter.
Our class extends deep sympathy to Doris
Whee.ler Oliver on the death of her husband.
1938
Mrs. William B. Dolan (M. C. Jenks)
755Great Plain Ave.
Needham, Mass. 02192
1939
Mrs. Major Ott
(Doris Houghton)
172Marlyn Rd.
Lansdowne, Pa. 19050
Elaine DeWolfe Cardillo found herself "as
usual, getting ready to move again right after
Christmas." Husband Bob, captain in the Navy,
finished studies at Univ. of N.C. in December
and received orders for Norfolk, Va. in Jan.
Son Bruce married recently and is entering
the Univ. of N.M. to specialize in journalism
and South American studies. A new experi-
ence awaited Elizabeth Muiford de Groff and
husband Edward "on our way to the Sahara,
an expedition via rand rover to the Hoggar
Mts. to see the Lasstn frescoes." They planned
to follow this with several weeks in London
visiting daughter Judith, C.C. '68, whose
husband is a medical student at Guy's Hos-
pital. JUdy is working with Television Inter-
national Enterprises until they return to N.Y.
Marthe Baratte Cooper spent last summer as
principal of a summer school for American
students in Paris and found it so successful
that she plans a repeat this year. Daughter
Annich, a student last year at the untv. for
Foreigners in Perugia, Italy, now attends the
American College in Paris. Son John is a
junior at the American Institute in Rennes,
France. Marty says the other three children
will follow in their steps. In July Shirley Bryan
Swetland visited two sons and families on
the West Coast "including two weeks in a
farm-commune, playing and working-have
some good feelings about that." August and
September found Shirley and Bill at the Ed-
inburgh Festival where the Long Wharf Thea-
ter (New Haven) performed two shows in
repertory. Shirley, delighted to be acting
again, manages to teach at Yale about two
days a week. Health care is Edith Gray Bur-
ger's main interest or avocation. Finishing
her last year as state president of the Vt.
Hospital Auxiliary Council, Happy drove over
2000 miles in vt. visiting and working with
individual auxiliaries as well as assisting at
seminars for the N.E. Ass'n. Having over-
looked a course in typing while in C.C., she
is now taking it while preparing for her next
endeavor, an area voluntary Action Center.
Virginia Walton Magee reports, "A C.C. stu-
dent visited a group of us here in D.C. with
the purpose of acquainting us with life on
campus in '71. We had a good time exchang-
ing ideas and found it an interesting way to
renew alumnae concern for the college."
Carol Prince Allen and husband Lew vaca-
tioned in England, Scotland and Denmark
last summer and have "dozens of slides to
relive it." Son Dave and family moved back
to N.J. from N.C., giving the Aliens a chance
to spoil their first grandchild, Mark 2. Son
Doug and wife, living in N.H., are confirmed
New Englanders now. Betty Ide Cosper moved
to metropolitan Washington, D.C. to save
husband George's commuting time to Gen-
eral Services Administration near the White
House. Soh Gee and wife live near by. "As
a special agent in the Secret Service, you can
imagine the nice people with whom he al-
most constantly travels world-wide." Three
grandsons expand the family of Elizabeth
Young Riedel while daughter Margaret, their
mother, works on a master's thesis. Betty's
husband Bill now occupies a civilian posi-
tion as Chief of Ports and Waterways plan-
ning for the Coast Guard, giving them a
chance to visit many port cities. The mariners,
Eunice Cocks Millard and Stan sailed to
Plymouth last summer "and spent a few days
in the harbor looking at the Pilgrims", then
back to Cape Cod for a few weeks. Nini's
job for the year is running the CASTAWAY,
a thrift shop benefiting a local hospital. While
on Cape Cod Nini saw Mildred Weitllch Gleg
who was temporarily a shopkeeper also,
heading a White Elephant sale for the His-
torical Society in Cotuit. Middy's elder son
is safely back from Vietnam while son Todd
graduated from Deerfield Academy and is a
student at Hampshire College. Daughter
Sally and husband join the Gleqs as residents
of Cape Cod. Middy is busy with HELP,
working with young people in trouble-drugs,
etc." The most exciting news of the year for
Marjorie Mortimer Kenney is having a son
at C.C., class of '75. Her older son is a senior
at Univ. of Pa., looking for a law school. Bar-
bara Curlis Rutherford and husband golf
in the warm months and curl in the cold ones
and vacation in the Caribbean nearly every
winter. Otherwise Bobbe does lots of sewing
and knitting, "very rewarding when the fin-
ished products are for husbands, children,
and grandchildren." They have 4 grandchild-
ren. Son Jim was expected home from Viet-
nam by Christmas. Elizabeth Lyon Bagg
has an ever-increasing family, as 3 of their 4
children are married. Son Jon, father of their
one grandchild, is back in coitege after three
years in Germany. The Baggs spend all their
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free time in Vt. where they have a ski lodge.
Grace Hecht Block decided to become a full
time homemaker again after a short career
as a school librarian. But "woman's lib is a
bit too firmly ingrained in me and after a
fling at antique dealing part time, I'm going to
take charge of a small public library branch:'
Daughter Betsy transferred from college to
secretarial school. Son Andy is in high school.
Jean Ellis Blumleln has two travelling daugh-
ters. Elder daughter Ann graduated last year
from Stanford, Junior Phi Bete, and With
Great Distinction. To busy herself before en-
tering law school, she became a stewardess
for Trans-International Airlines (charter)
and has flown to Europe and the Orient.
Daughter Carol left college after a year and
lives on the island of Mauii, Hawaii, while
she sings for a living. Elizabeth Parcells Arms
is tied more and more to C.C. with two rela-
tives on the English faculty, Lynda and Rick
Bagel, and a niece in the freshman class.
Harriett Ernst Veale adds herself to our list of
grandmothers-a son to daughter Harriett
last October. Margaret McCutcheon Skinner
and husband Dick moved into their year
round island home off Yarmouth, Me. and
went through the housewarming routine.
Henrietta Farnum Gatchell in the past year
had two trips to Bermuda. In March she took
three sons, two daughters-in-law and one
grandchild with her. In October she went with
a group of 12 friends. Henny's youngest son
is a freshman at Alfred Univ. A new grandson
increases the aro generation to 6. Elizabeth
Patton Warner says luck is with her-e-both
daughters C.C. graduates and both married
to "nifty squares." Chad 5 keeps the house-
hold humming. Beatrice Dodd Fosler keeps
busy as a secretary and is active in church
work. For fun and fitness Bea and Bud are
dedicated swimmers, pool or ocean. Bea's
older daughter and husband live and work
in the Boston area. Daughter Wendy gradu-
ated from St. Lawrence Univ. in May and
left for Munich in October, where she works,
goes to school and skis every weekend in the
Bavarian Alps.
1940
Mrs. A. Douglas Dodge
(Elizabeth Thompson)
243Clearfield Road
Wethersfield, Conn. 06109
1941
Mrs. John Newman Jr.
(Jane Kennedy)
41Old Pascack Road
Woodcliff Lake, N.J. 07675
Louise Slevenson Andersen was appointed
Alumni Executive Director with offices at C.C.
Stevie and Andy "retired" from the Washing-
ton and diplomatic jet set to Noank, where
they are "hibernating for the winter and fix-
ing up a new home." Stevie finds it pleasant
up on the Hill, in the serene and lovely at-
mosphere so filled with memories of good
times shared with friends." In 1969 she com-
pleted her master's degree in education at
the Univ. of Md. Both daughters are married
with two grandchildren. All made Noank for
the holidays. Priscilla DuxbUry Wescott is
field secretary for Quest. Thea Dutcher Co-
burn, our '41 class agent chairman, mentioned
that the first contribution to AAGP was from
Jane Whipple Shaw to earn an incentive fund
increase. Ann Breyer Ritson continues as
treasurer and reminds us of class dues. She
and Ian built a new home in Weston. Reunion
chairman, Mary Farrell Morse, moved back
to Princeton where Roy is. again prof. in the
Culinary Arts Dept. at Rutgers Univ. Cather-
Ine Elias Moore is still very active in the coin
world. She is on the boards of the Amer.
Numismatics Ass'n and the International
AGPN and this year travelled to Europe and
Hawaii, not to mention to many conventions
in the U.S. Elizabeth Kirkpatrick Gray con-
tinues to be active in community affairs and
ran for local office in Nov. in Newport, R.I.
Her husband is a retired naval commander.
Miriam Rosnlck Dean writes from New Lon-
don that her Nancy is stn! running Washing-
ton and Bruce graduates from Tufts in June.
Harold is prosecutor for New London County.
Allayne Ernst Wick in Gates Mills was sorry
to miss reunion but says her trip to London
and Rome more than compensated. Phyllis
Walters Stover left for the Orient in Sept.
to visit "2 son stationed there with the Navy."
She's involved with All Children's Hospital
and the Museum of the Arts in S1. Peters-
burg where she lives near son Bill and grand-
child Victoria. Constance Smith Applegate
of Montclair is our regional class agent.
Edythe Van Rees Conlon is pres. of the Conn.
College Club of Bergen Co. Chips' C.C.
daughter Cindy is a jr. exchange student at
Bowdoin. Son Mark, a graduate of the Univ.
of Me. is a dental student at Tufts and David
a trosn at S1. Lawrence Univ. Sarah Rodney
Cooch, active in history New Castle, Del.,
moved from the ancestral home of Caesar
Rodney, a signer of the Declaration of In-
dependence, to the Coach Bridge family
homestead. One son is a 2nd year law stu-
dent at Univ. of N.C.. a daughter at Denni-
son. Virginia Newberry Leach's son Ted, re-
cent Dartmouth grad, is now travelling in
Europe. One is in Stowe, Vt.; Linda in Abbot
Acad.; Tina at the Lincoln Center Film So-
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ctety, NYC,; and one grows Christmas trees
in Kent, Conn. Ginny reports a 2nd grand-
child. Henrietta (Mlm) Dearborn Watson, liv-
ing in Pittsburgh, expects a first grandbaby
in March. Her 3 boys are nearby, one in
high school, one in college and one a sales
trainee for a lumber co. Jessie Ashley sec-
field teaches in Garden City, U. and is busy
helping Bink recover from a serious opera-
tion. They are building a retirement home
in the woods near Albany. Their oldest two
boys are recent Brown grads. Shirley Stuart
Flck teaches and lives on U. and brings up
a grandchild. Our six are all doing "their
thing", one homesteading in Alaska, another
wending her way through Europe. Never
know how many will sit down for dinner but
it keeps life interesting.
1942
Mrs. Douglas O. Nystedt
(Susan K. Smith)
Rte. 302, Glen, N.H. 03838
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1943
Barbara Hellmann
52Woodruff Rd
Farmington, Conn. 06032
Mrs. John S.Morton
(Mary Jane Dole)
P,O. Box407,Aromas, Cal. 95004
1944
Mrs. Richard Vogel
(Phyllis Cunningham)
230East71st St., Apt. 4B
New York, N.Y. 10021
Mrs. DavldW. Oberlin
(Alida Houston)
3450N. Roberts Lane
Arlington, ve. 22207
1945
Mrs. William M. Crouse, Jr.
(C. Elizabeth Brown)
10Hamilton Ave.
aronxvnte. N.Y. 10708
Mrs. Lawrence J. Levene
(BemiceRlesner)
60 Brewster Road
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Carolyn Arnoldy Butler made international
headlines Nov. 1 when a group of robber-kid-
nappers broke into her Philippine home and
hid in her guest house. They stabbed the maid
to death and when Connie screamed and ran,
she was hit in the back by a sawed-off shot-
gun blast. All but one of the intruders escaped
over the wall. The gunman ran into the house
to the bedroom wing, found daughter Susie
still in bed and grabbed her as a hostage. He
threatened to shoot her if the police tried to
capture him, Because husband Chuck was in
the States on business, Connie's brother-in-
law represented the family in the ensuing
negotiations for Susie's release. About 9
hours later a plan was agreed to by the kid-
napper on one hand and the family and the
authorities on the other. The police would
clear the way and the kidnapper and three
hostages, Susie, Uncle Stewart and a local
crime reporter, would drive to the Polo Club
where they would board the Manila Times
helicopter and fly "to an unknown destina-
tion." The kidnapper tied Susie's wrists to-
gether and then tied them to his left wrist,
and, with a shotgun still poked into her side,
they proceeded to Zarnbates and landed in a
deserted sugarcane field about 75 miles
northwest of Manila. The ransom money was
handed over, the kidnapper untied his wrist
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from Susie's and walked away. The rest took
off safely and returned to the Manila Domes-
tic Airport. The kidnapper was captured,
with most of the ransom money, within 24
hours and sentenced to the electric chair on
Nov. 20. The rest of the group are stifl at
large. As of Dec. 3, Connie was no longer in
the intensive care unit, but not without pain.
Her left leg was still immobilized but she
could Wiggle all her toes and move the leg
slightly. 9 .00 pellets had entered her left side,
six coming out the front in 3 different holes,
and 2 being removed in the emergency op-
erating room. Part of her pelvis was shattered,
causing trouble with her intestines and kid-
ney. Yet her first words to the police in the
garden were, "Don't move me, call an ambu-
lance, and get me my cigarettes."
Ruth Blanchard Johnson still plays ten-
nis, now in Denver. Husband Jim is a busy
architect. The four children range of 20-4%.
Phyllis Sack Robinson and Bob moved from
Fla. to N.J. to La. and back to Fla. where her
builder husband is putting up their new house.
The family of Shirley Armstrong Menelce
traveled to Figi, N.Z, and Tahiti over Christmas
1970. At home in Calif., she plays golf and
hybridizes camellias. Nancy McKewen Curme
and husband moved to Charlottesville, Va.
There are four children: George IV serving in
the USAF, Geoffrey at Univ. of Va., and Jona-
than and Caroline active young teen-agers.
She works for the Thomas Jefferson Mem-
orial Foundation as a guide at Monticello.
The Orawtoros (Jean Patton) weathered a
job change and long illness for Hank in early
1971. Now all is well and three 25th mile-
stones are behind them: wedding anniversary,
Coast Guard and Conn. College reunions.
They have a summer home in Maine and the
Hermanns (Ann Lelievre) have moved in
next door.
1946
Mrs. Edmund S.McCawley
(Janel CrUikshank)
4075 Redding Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
1947
Mrs ... nillpWeltl
(Janet Pinks)
5309 N. Brookwood Dr.
FortWayne,lnd.46815
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Ruth Barry Klass passed the Pa. real estate
examination and is a real estate representative
in Wyomissing. Vera Raymond Granlund
completed her B.A. at Drew Univ., earned her
M.S. from Stevens Institute of Technology
and is a candidate for the Ph. D. at Drew
where she teaches mathematics. Priscilla
Crlm Leldholt and John travelled to Chile
in August with the Olympic Ski Team for
which she continues to raise funds. Joan
Hickey Gudefln and family spend their sum-
mers in France and their winters in NYC where
George is president of both a perfume com-
pany, Guerlain, lnc., and the French Cham-
ber of Commerce for the U,S. Aliz and Christ-
ian attend the Lycee Francais de New York.
Joan volunteers with the Hospitality Commit-
tee at the UN to help delegates and their fami-
lies adjust to NY living. Ann McBride Tholfsen
is an instructor in the Department of Remedial
Reading at Teachers College, Columbia, where
her husband is a history professor. Their
daughter Ellen, married to a 5th grade teacher,
is a junior at Barnard. Barbara and David
complete the family. Joan Jensen Saville
does interiors in Houston and serves on the
Crittenton local and national board. Susan
is at Barnard, Mike at Univ. of Pa. and Nancy
at Unlv. of wrsc. From Maine Nora King Reed
reports that Kathy graduated from Simmons;
Jackie will graduate from Keuka in June and
Ian from high school; John is at Univ. of Me.
Elizabeth (Bettsy) MeKey Hulbert lives in On-
eonta, N.Y. with her lawyer husband Hank
and 3 children. They summer in Chatham and
ski constantly afl winter. Bettsy continues to
write and paint, is involved in LWV, Art Center
and the Unitarian church. Last fall Scholas-
tic published a small children's book of hers
entitled In and Out. Ada Malslen Goldsleln
writes group insurance at Conn. General in
Hartford where her husband sells life insur-
ance. Richard graduated from Bates College
in June and this year is seeing the world.
Liz is a high school junior who works part
time as a supermarket cashier. Marie Hickey
Wallace keeps happy and busy with four
children and the usual round of school ac-
tivities, lessons and LWV. She is a Brownie
leader and teaches Tiny Tot swim at the Y.
Husband Ed is in his second term on the
Litchfield School Board. Susannah (Sue) John-
son Convery worked with the Santa Clara
district attorney's office for 10 years prose-
cuting criminals. For the past two years she
concentrated on business and consumer fraud
and is in charge of that section of the office.
John, who specializes in tax law, and Sue
attended the ABA convention in London last
summer and drove through several European
countries, Kathy and David graduated from
Berkeley. David is getting his master's in
biology at San Diego State. Susie attends
Portland State Univ. in Ore. Margaret (Peggy)
Hart Lewis teaches a pilot class of vertically
grouped 5's and a's in an open classroom in
the Winnetka Public schools after training
during the summer with English Head teach-
ers. Liz presented her with a grandson but
their Pa. residence prevents much grand-
mothering. Daughter Laura attends Univ. of
Ore. and is a mountain climber. Peggy visited
Julie Cooper Gould and Phoebe Blank neee-
man on U. in Aug. Corinne Manning Black
is a 3rd year graduate student studying an-
thropology at Rutgers. Cy is the director of
the Center of International Studies at Prince-
ton where their son is a freshman. Their
daughter is in an experimental multl-aqe
junior high class. The family is building a
modern home with lots of glass walls and
decks on 2 acres in the woods. Sarah (Sally)
Marks Wood's daughter Nan, a junior at St.
Lawrence, is at the Univ. de Aouen in France
this year. Jean is at Cazenovia and Lindy will
enter Colgate in the fall. Sal volunteers in a
gift shop at Albany's museum, counsels in the
local high school guidance office and serves
on the Visiting Nurse Board. She accompan-
ied Woody to a business convention in the
states this past year and visited Nan in Geneva
in Feb. for skiing.
Incredible though it may seem, the Class
of '47 will celebrate its gala 25th reunion on
May 19-21. Ada Malslen Goldstein, reunion
chairman, met in Nov. at the Coast Guard
Academy with Elizabeth Bogert Hayes, Eliza-
beth Dutton and Lorraine Plmm Simpson to
plan the festivities. Among those writing with
plans to attend were Dorolhy Dismukes sut-
man, Jane Coulter Mertz, Allee Holmes Phil-
lips, Helen Vinal Anderson, Barbara Otis,
Nancy Remmers Cook and Priscilla Crlm
Leldholt. Let's make this the greatest reunion
on record both with our presence and our
gifts to our college.
1948
Mrs. Peter Roland (Ashley Davidson)
7 Margaret Place
Lake Placid, N.Y. 12946
IF
YOU REMEMBER
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
- how you hoped to be ad-
mitted-what student life was
like - the wisdom of faculty -
the campus - friends ----
you also will remember to give to IF,
the Alumni Annual Giving Program in-
centive fund, whereby an increase of at
least $25 over your largest AAGP contribu-
tion during the past five years will be matched
through the pledge of $60,000 from a group of
alumni Laurels.
1949
Mrs. Nathaniel E. Springer
(Barbara Hlmmell)
40 Park Ave.
Ardsley, N.Y. 10502
Barbara Norton Fleming and her four child-
ren are well. They received a visit from Olga
(Pele) Van Wagoner Valentine whose son is
in the Navy in Vietnam waters. Pete has 2
children in college and 2 at home. She works
at the Circuit Court of Appeals in N.Y. Julia
Kuhn Johnson's daughter was married last
summer. Judy sells real estate in Bedford
Village. Estelle Parsons Gehman visited us
this summer with Abby who is studying ballet
with one of the leading companies in N.Y.
Margaret Ashton Biggs teaches 1st grade.
Her son is at Princeton and 3 still at home.
Marlon Bernstein Wlesenberg's son Jim trans-
ferred from Case Western to Conn. College
and loves it. Marlon Luce Butler and Herb
moved to Hawaii where Herb is the executive
officer of the Naval Supply Center at Pearl
Harbor. Their daughter Ginny is at Mt. Holy-
oke, class of '74, while Barby and Skipper are
at school in Honolulu. Marjorie Stutz Turner
and Ned were in Europe last summer visiting
their son Robb who had spent a year in Ger-
many after graduating from high school. He
starts college this lair. Gretchen Van Syckle
Whalen and Ed live in Cooperstown, N.Y.
where Gretchen is a Head Start story lady and
guide. for the Cooperstown museum program.
Gretchen completed her M.S. in library sci-
ence. Jennifer Judge Howes and Ollie live
in Great Neck with their 4 children and sum-
mer in Conn. where they were visited by Mary
Lou Strassburger Treat and Bob just home
from a year in Spain. The Treats now live in
New london. Nat and I are fine. Our daugh-
ter Kate is at Univ. of Mich. as a freshman
and we expect a 14-year-old English boy as
guest to keep our two boys company this win-
ter. I am part time reference librarian and part
time lecturer in American history at Mercy
College in Dobbs Ferry.
1950
Miss Ruth L. Kaplan
82Halcyon Road
Newton Center, Mass. 02159
Mrs. David Kreiger (Sylvia Snltkln)
16Beechwood Road,
Woodbridge, Conn. 06525
1951
Mrs. Marvin H. Grody
(Susan Brownstein)
110HighWoodRoad
West Hartford, Conn. 06117
Mrs. William M. Sherts
(Mary Martha Suckling)
107Steele Road
West Hartford, Conn. 06119
1952
Mrs. John Knox, Jr.
(Alida van 8ronkhorst)
28Sroadview Ave.
Madison, N.J. 07940
1953
Mrs. Frank R.Fahland
(Dorothy Bomer)
82GeyserRd.
RD#6, Ballston Spa, N.Y. 12020
Born: to Clark and Joyce Helssenbuttel Nelli
a third son, Dayton, 6/29n1.
Joyce Helssenbuttel Neill says that "hectic"
wouldn't begin to describe her life with the
"male animals." Clark keeps getting longer
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and more complicated titles, his latest Dir-
ector, Marketing Research and Competitive
Analysis, Strategic Planning at Honeywell,
EDP. He will travel to Paris and Milan sev-
eral times a year. Joyce just finished ap-
pearing in Noel Coward's Private Lives for
the Wellesley Community Theatre. Katharine
(KiI) Gardner Bryant continues to enjoy fife
in Cohasset, Mass., keeping up with her active
son 2 and creative daughter 6. Two of lois
Waite Townsend's sons are in junior high,
the 3rd is 9. The family enjoys hiking and
mountain climbing in the summer and skiing
in the winter at Saddleback Mt. Marlon Sker-
ker Sader is back in school this year at Colum-
bia Univ. School of library Science getting
an MlS. Also substitutes in the local schools.
Had a Swedish student living with them last
year and hope for another this year. Amherst,
Mass. is still home for Patricia (Pat) Mottram
Anderson and family. Husband Ernie is as-
sociate professor at the Univ. of Mass. Pat
is in graduate school there. Children are
Carol and Russell. Pat and Ernie manage
twice yearly trips to NYC for the Metropoli-
Ian Opera. Ernie's become a hobby conduc-
tor and motorman at two trolley car muse-
ums in Conn., Warehouse Pt. and Branford.
B. A. Schneider Ottinger lives in Washington,
D.C. though the family still goes back and
forth to Pleasantville. SA works part time
as a counselor in the Counseling Center at
American Univ. in Wash. Aleeta Engelbert
Pierce in Minneapolis claims her biggest
news is moving across the street. Now they
back up to Minnehaha Creek and in winter
the children have their own skating rink.
Eugenia (Jeanie) Eacker Olson and family
finally finished a 14 yr. remodeling job on
their house. Her daughters are 14 and 12 and
husband Bill is staff engineer with Cater-
pillar in Peoria. One of Jeanie's favorite do-
mestic chores is filling their small greenhouse
every winter so she can plant it all outside
in the spring. Her outside activities include
Women's Ass'n and choir at church, volun-
teer tutoring in an inner city school and a
summer program in the inner city. Jane 'rlm-
berman Into is in West Simsbury, Conn. Hus-
band Norm is VP of Anderson labs. Andrea
is 15, Norm III 13, lisa 91hand newcomer Eric
21h. They are a foster family for a Project
Concern student. Jane is secretary of the
Valley Homemaker Service and the midget
football league as well as a Jr. Girl Scout
leader. Everyone helps care for the new pup-
py in the family-a 105 lb. bull mastiff. Patri-
cia (Pat) Browne Hunter and her children
moved last summer to Pat's home town, Beth-
lehem, Pa. Pam in sr. high, Brad in [r. high
and Martha in elementary have adjusted well
to their new schools. Pat teaches kindergar-
ten locally in an Open Concept school,
quite different and challenging. Jane Muddle
Funkhouser last summer tagged along with
her husband as he traveled in Europe with
a scientific delegation under the People to
People Program. They visited 7 cities in-
cluding 4 behind the Iron Curtain: Moscow,
leningrad, Prague and East Berlin. Jean
Gallup Carnaghan is chairman of the Mathe-
matics Dept. at Norwich Free Academy and
was active in setting up a new system of
"mint'classas'' in math in which the students
engage in supervised independent study.
Carol Gerard McCann's husband David last
year was appointed publisher of House Beau-
tiful. He was with Hearst Publications for 20
years, the last 10 with Good Housekeeping.
The family now lives in lloyd Harbor, l.I.
and the children, Peter, Tony and Ellen can
walk to school. Anne Dorsey Loth has a busy
life in Me._She is Family Day Care Coordina-
tor for Community Counseling Center, a
voluntary agency involved with Portland's
Model Cities. She and her husband are try-
ing to finish off their mini-house on the rocky
coast of Me. Frank and Allce_ Bronson Hogan
have a permanent summer home on the coast
too. Susan Brown Goldsmith, still living in
Chappaqua, N.Y., is involved as a buyer in
her husband's stores in Briarcliff Manor and
Wellfleet, Cape Cod. She summers on the
Cape and oversees that store. During the
school year she was pres. of the middle
school PTA and is a member of advisory
board of Continuing Education. Joan (Jay)
Graebe Flint and family enjoy Pa. farm life
with 5 horses, 3 dogs, lots of elbow room
(110 acres) and fresh air. Their house had
no heat nor plumbing when they bought it
a year ago. They have the basic essentials
now and are gradually getting everything
else in shape. Ann Hutchison Brewster did
some volunteer teaching, 4th grade level,
of water ecology under a program set up by
the local nature center. Since rest summer
Sarah (Sally) Wing helped a lutheran con-
gregation develop its own resources and a
local crop-In center expand its services for
youth with "no place to go", all in addition
to her full-time job doing counseling at the
Washington State Corrections Center.
The class extends sincere sympathy to
the family of Alice Osborn Halsted who died
very suddenly on Nov. 27, 1971.
1954
Mrs. Robert Raymond
(Ann Marcuse)
39 East 79 Street
New York City, N.Y. 10021
1955
Mrs. Elmer A. Branch
{Alicia Allen)
26 Scenery Hill Drive
Chatham Township, N.J. 07928
Polly MofleUe Root's new business, The
Weston Toy Works, Vt. is coming along well.
She and her husband both teach and find this
a good life. Carole Chapin Aiken moved to
Wallingford, Conn., as husband Dick is dean
of students at Choate School. Besides being
busy getting acquainted there, Carole con-
tinues studies on a master's in counseling
begun last year. Her next big project is get-
ting a job. Judith (Penny) Pennypacker Good-
win continues to teach kindergarten and loves
all it involves. Penny hopes to get her mas-
ter's degree before she's 80 but two math
courses back-to-back leave her wondering.
The Gooowtns enjoyed sailing last summer
plus time spent at the cottage at lake Win-
nipesaukee, N.H. Keeping them busy are the
Goodwin children: Rob on the jr. high soccer
team, Jeff on the Academy student council
and Karen in Girl Scouts. Alice (Ajax) Wa-
terman Eastman and her husband spend their
vacations on mountains. They have hiked up
all 4,000 N.H. peaks. Of their four boys, one
has done all but 3 and another all but 5. Ajax,
tst v.p. of the Baltimore Jr. league, attended
the A.J.L.A. environmental conference last
Oct. and saw Anne Williams Bell from the New
Haven J.L. there. Constance (Connie) Wat-
rous is back on the job as librarian at Ston-
ington High School after a three week trip
in East Africa on an Audubon sponsored sa-
tart. One of the weeks was spent in a tented
camp and each day they drove out to view
the' game and birds. Beverly Taska Lusk still
lives in Alexandria, Va. Clyde is at Coast
Guard HQ, and Bev teaches geometry and
probability and statistics at Hayfield Sec-
ondary School in Fairfax County. The lusks
continue to hike, back-pack, play tennis and
encourage their lawn to grow. Bev writes that
the Appalachian Trail is feeling the effects of
over-population, as, in the middle of a bliz-
zard in Feb., miles from the road, they passed
other hikers on the trail and found the a-steed
shelter at their destination filled with people.
The lusks had a fun visit with Wee and Jane
Doman Smith last May when the Smiths visited
Washington on a business trip from N.H.
Ruth (Connie) Silverman Giesser keeps busy
with her 3 boys, Jim in jr. high, Eric a sophis-
ticated 6th grader and John a major domo in
the house. Connie entered the graduate
school of social work this fall and also plays
lots of tennis and skis. Marilyn Palefsky
Stein and Connie are partners on the New-
ton, Mass. tennis ladder. Husband Dick sold
his family business and does a variety of con-
sulting jobs. Valerie Marrow Rout and family,
boys 11 and 10, girl 7, stopped at C.C. this
summer on a rapid-action tour of New Eng-
land after picking up the boys at a camp in
the Adirondacks. The entire family was im-
pressed by the serene beauty of the "old"
campus and the striking modernity of the
"new", especially the dazzling gym facilities.
Val, living in Puerto Rico, is a reviser for Fo-
dor's Guide to Puerto Rico and the U.S. and
British Virgin Islands. She also currently
serves as the Dining Out Critic for the San
Juan Star, the only English language daily
newspaper. Cynthia Reed Workman received
her J.D, in Feb. and was admitted
,,
::.. to the Mass. bar last Apr. She is a
practising attorney for the Mass.
Housing Finance Agency, doing
loan closings on low and middle
income housing developments. Cynthia's child-
ren, Gordon, George and John have been ex-
traordinary, having to care for themselves from
7 a.m. until midnight as Cynthia worked her way
through law school as a social worker days
and going to school nights. Their farm ;s
rented for another year as they try city life
in Boston. Mary Jane (Mimi) Dreier Berko-
witz finally has her children, Edward, Peter
and Ann, all in school. Mimi is on the PTA
board of each of their three schools. She is
also involved with the Atlanta Art Museum.
The Berkowitz family loved being in Atlanta
the last 3 years where Harry is manager of
Saks Fifth Avenue. Mimi had a visit with Doro-
thy (Do) Palmer Hauser last spring and hoped
to see Elizabeth (LIz) Buell LaBrot in Savan-
nah. Judith (Judy) Stein Walker, husband
Bill and their 3 children spent about 2 weeks
last summer transporting themselves from
San Diego to Alexandria, Va. where Bill works
in the office of the oceanographer of the
Navy. They should be there for 3 years. Ruth
Eldridge Clark is president of the school
board, serves on the Head Start Policy Coun-
cil, on the swim club parents' executive com-
mittee, as a day care volunteer and with the
Girl Scouts. Daughter Rebecca and Jennifer
do well in swim competition and the Clarks
travel to swim meets all over Wise, and neigh-
boring states. They enjoy tent camping and
vacationed in Minnesota. Cynthia (Cynnle)
Myers Young, having loved Hawaii, was reluc-
tant to leave there in June for San Diego
where Avery will be a division commander.
In May the Youngs spent 15 fantastic days in
Japan where they stayed at a genuine Japa-
nese inn. Sleeping on the floor turned out to
be most comfortable and they learned to love
rich, green tea and using only chopsticks.
Daughter Mary Cae was interviewed often by
"English-speaking" children. Catherine (Cathy)
Myers Busher settled in last summer to their
new home which was remodeled and redec-
orated. The 4 children are in school all day
this year. Cathy is 1st v.p. of the St. Paul Jr.
league. She attended the J.L. annual con-
ference in Colorado Springs last spring and
saw Anne Willaims Bell, Jane Dornan Smith
and family, Beth, Bill and Kathy love small
town living in N.H. where they hope to stay
permanently. Husband Wee is stationed in
Boston, having about an hour commute. He
keeps busy with golf and helping the Pony
league baseball team while Jane is active
playing duplicate bridge, doing volunteer
Red Cross work at the naval hospital, golfing
and running a taxi service for the children.
Jim and Virginia (Nlnl) Rogers Fear live near-
by with their 3 children, Dottle Rugg Fitch
and family were named YMCA Family of the
Year in Greenfield, Mass. The Fitches had a
busy summer sailing and took 1st place in
Vt.-N.H. regatta. Being choir director and
skiing also keep Dottie busy. Carolyn (Dlef)
Diefendorf Smith and family moved to a Den-
ver suburb, littleton, where atl have been
itching to 'have a place to ride and run and
to grow things, both plant and animal and
from which to view their magnificent coun-
try. Gall Andersen Myers took time out from
her 2 year pursuit of a teacher's certificate
in elementary education to ski the Matter-
horn in Feb. with husband Bob. Shirley Smith
Earle is kept on the run with Randy, her pre-
schooler, and her big old house. Her daugh-
ter Cynthia, owner of a new pony, was active
in the local 4-H horse shows, while daughter
Alison enjoys ballet. The Branch family, lisa,
Cindy and Bill, took a weekend trip to Conn.
to see the Wesleyan homecoming game on
Sat. and visit Tip and Frances Steane Bald-
win and their 3 children on Sun. Frannie was
co-chairman of a successful church fair the
day before. I have become a full-fledged
member of the BBC (Bad Back Club) and
have to curtail some activity but enjoy being
secretary for the Colonial Symphony Guild
this year.
1956
Mrs. Norris W. Ford
(EleanorErlckson)
242 Branchbrook Road
Wilton, Conn. 06897
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1957
Mrs. Robert E. Friedman
(Elaine Manasevlt)
185Stoneleigh Square
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Mrs. James L. Daigle, III
(Beveriy Vahlleich)
1380lngJewood Drive
Cleveland Heights, Ohi044121
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1958
Mrs. Richard A. Bilotti
(Philippa Iorio)
77 Fairmount Ave.
Morristown, N.J. 07960
Mrs. John Stokes (Margaret Morss)
528 Prospect St.
Westfield, N.J. 07090
1959
Mrs. James A. Robinson
(Ann Frankel)
Box 173,RFD 1
Keene,N.H.03431
Mrs. ArthurVon Thaden
(Ann Entrekin)
50 Catalpa Dr.
Atherton, Calif. 94025
Bam: to Charles and Judith Bassin Feuer
Susan 6/2/71; to Charles and Margaret Good-
man Huchet Nicole 11/4; to Chuck and Ann
Seidel Craig Matthew Henry 10/14; to Char-
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Special
Inleresl
On January 15 il was "voted
unanimously that in an effort to
be more responsive to the
needs of alumni today and in
the hope of creating a new
identification between alumni
and the college, the executive
board of the Connecticut Col-
lege Alumni Association re-
solves to explore and imple-
ment programs of continuing
education."
ley and Jullane Solmssen Steedman Peter
8/16; to Gerald and Conde SpaUlding Sears
Christopher 9/27; to William and Kathleen
Walsh Rooney fourth son 9/7.
Anne Earnshaw Roche writes from New
Zealand where husband John is chairman of
the Auckland Institution of Engineers. The
city's centennial celebration provided chances
for attendance at state functions. Among their
acquaintances are Sir Edmund Hillary and
his wife. Anne is chairman of the engineers'
wives' club and secretary of the PTA. They
have three children. Preston and Linda Hess
Schiwltz continue to rack up tennis victor-
ies on the military mixed-doubles circuit. Pres-
ton added the Naval Commendation Medal
to his list of service honors. linda writes a
Hawaiian syndicated newspaper column, Life-
line. Their son John had a near fatal accident
but SUbsequent complete recovery. Edwina
Czajkowski recently received the N.H. Con-
servation Award for her work as
,,
::.. director of SEE (School Environ-
mental Education) in that state.
Chi's article on Project SEE ap-
peared in a publication of the N.H,
Audubon Society. Margaret Sebring Souther-
land writes that Tom, whose articles on wildlife
conservation were syndicated by the N.Y.
Times News Service, is at work on a book about
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railroads, Margot works part time in graphic arts
at Princeton Univ. Anne (Nan) Krulewitch sc-
colow mailed a postcard from Barbados where
she and her family were vacationing to cele-
brate husband Sandy's promotion to CBS
News v.o. Nan works as a real estate agent
in Rockland County, N,Y, Joan (Lista) Ken-
nan Pozen married Walter Pozen, managing
partner of the Washington branch of the N.Y.
law firm, Stroock, Stroock and Lavan. Her
two sons enjoy school and she likes her life
in Washington, D.C. Bill and Carlotta (Lolly)
Espy Parkhurst's Christmas card was mailed
from Fla. where Bill works in real estate land
development. Gall Glidden Goodell, besides
surviving the rigors and adventures of their
two-year-Old, works at a local library and finds
time for a few hobbies. She and Chuck spent
the holidays in Fla. after traversing the coun-
try to Minn. during the previous few months.
They spent a day with Ted and Elizabeth (Bet-
sy) Peck Foot while hazarding the blizzards
of the North. Ted and Betsy had their first
vacation without the children in 5 years and
ventured to San Diego where Ted was briefly
distracted by a conference. Betsy holds her
breath until their z-year-otd becomes 3 but
manages to brave all sorts of Mtnn. weather
to participate in demonstrations opposing
nuclear power plants. Andrea Thelin Parker
is also :surviving the age of two. Andy and Jim
finished their second home in Vt. 10 the point
where they can stay in it briefly. Andy is active
in the local Jr. Woman's Club and "still trav-
eling the globe via the marvels of amateur
radio." Marcia Fortin Sherman's husband John
took a new assignment with Goodyear in
Akron, and, while Marcia and family waited
to join him, she worked as a U,S. Census
crew leader in Va. Last Fall Marcia tutored
children with learning disabilities, a half day
job in the public school system, and found
that a course in the local university was needed
to fill a few education gaps. The Sherman
children spent a night with Chuck and Ann
Seidel Craig en route home from summer
camp on Cape Cod. Chuck Craig is now a
divisional vice president with the Industrial
Valley Bank in Philadelphia and the family
moved to Radnor, Pa. Chuck and Ann put a
family trip to Disneyland on the agenda for
'72 and hope the two of them will go to Eu-
rope or the islands for a vacation of their own.
Looking forward to their eventual life in the
D.C. area are John and Edmea Silveira Mc-
Carty. They built a house and expect to re-
turn to it after John's next naval transfer.
Edmea set up several Brazilian clubs, "mainly
for the purpose of holding Portuguese yak-
king sessions." Bill and Annette Casavant
Elias moved to Wayne, Pa. where Bill is with
C, E. Minerals, a division of Combustion En-
gineering. Herb and Gay Hellstedt Tews now
live in Hinsdale, til. They also own an apart-
ment in Florida. Gay is active in Jr. league
and plays tennis. Ann Burdick Hartman's
decorating talents appeared in several news-
paper magazines as well as House Beauti-
ful and House and Garden. Ann is now in
private practice and George has his own
architectural firm in Washington, D.C. Those
inveterate travellers, the Lambert-Karlovskys
(Martha Veale) published an article on their
excavations at Tepe Yahya in Scientific Ameri-
can, June '71. Their latest archeological jaunt
resulted in a side trip to the U.S.S.R. where
they toured the Kremlin and the Hermitage
When she's at home in Melrose, Mass., she
divides her time between anthropology courses
at Harvard and lWV meetings. Carolyn (Lynn)
Graves Mitchell returned to the campus in
Oct. for Alumni Council and delighted in a
New England autumn Which she has missed
since moving to Cal. The Mitchells saw the
Scntwttzes (Linda Hess) when they were in
Hawaii last year. Lynn hosted an alumnae
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gathering in Palo Alto which included Cal.
clan members Joan Peterson Thompson, Mary
Eisbree Hoffman, Miriam (Mimsy) Matthews
Munro and Holly Wrampelmelr White. Mary
(Mimi) Adams Bitzer indicates that Pittsburgh
may never recover from the World Series.
She and John attended the home games and
got duly hysterical in support of the Pirates.
The Bitzer family took a trip West last sum-
mer including the Grand Canyon, Cal., a ferry
trip to Victoria and a cross country ride on
a Canadian National train. Mimi sees Melin~a
(Linda) Brown Beard and Sara (Sally) Flan-
nery Hardon often. Sally and Clay took a va-
cation to Hot Springs. Linda sees Bill Mere-
dith when he is in Pittsburgh. Judith (Judy)
COMING
SOON
an announcement of
A CUl rURAL WEEKEND
Sponsored by the Alumni Asso-
ciation in conjunction with the
25th Anniversary Connecticut
College American Dance Festival
Eichelberger Gruner and Jerry are off again,
this time to Bucharest, for 2 years, They look
forward to the change from Latin America and
hope to travel especially to Turkey, Greece,
Italy and Spain. The whole family was glad
for the calm respite of a year and a half in va.
after frantic embassy life overseas. The child-
ren particularly enjoyed the freedom of move-
ment they found in America. Ike took up oil
painting and did SUbstitute High School teach-
ing in history and Spanish. Jerry is the com-
mercial officer for the embassy. In Washing-
ton, D.C. Ike saw Mary Byrnes who has "a
neat apartment, qooc job with a computer
co., travels a lot and leads a fascinating life."
Charlie and Julie Solmssen Steedman are
back in America and settled in Bethesda,
hopefully for 3-4 years, though they enjoyed
Peace Corps work in Chad. Sarah is in kin-
dergarten and Nicholas entrenched in nurs-
ery school. Ted and Dale WoodrUff Fiske
have been on the move along with Julie 2'12.
Dale and Julie were in Fla. last winter while
Ted was in Africa. All three went to Switzer-
land where they had a view of the Jungfrau,
from their hotel balcony, then to Rome for
six weeks where Ted covered the synod of
bishops. When they park, it is in New Can-
aan, Conn. where they are trying to put to-
gether the insides of their house. They spend
part of the summer, Christmas, and some
weekends in their N.H. house. Phyllis Hauser
Walsh reports that Jim is based at Ft. Lea-
venworth, Ken. and the family discovering a
very different life from that at West Point.
Phyl teaches 6th grade and Jim is a student
again. Son Jay is an active football player
(with father as the team's defensive coach)
and David keeps the refreshment stand in
business. Terry is active in Girl Scouts and
has taken acrobatics. The whole family defi-
nitely enjoy the world of western skiing and
a ski club. Your correspondents have branched
out a bit from the requrar hectic life of wives
and mothers. Ann Frankel Robinson's sum-
mer job as theater reviewer for the Keene
Evening Sentinel launched her career as free-
lancer and she now does interviews With local
personalities for the women's pages. Ann,
Jim and girls flew to Anaheim, Calif. for 5 days
while Jim attended the American Heart Ass'n
meetings there. Ann Entrekin VonThaden
has her own studio behind the house, with
a lock on both sides of the door. From this
workshop come forth several lines of crafts
which are merchandised around the San
Francisco area. Last fall she joined a group
of women who opened a boutique in Menlo
Park, a consignment shop which sells quality
handmade items from all over northern Calif.
Thts winter the group, Women's Enterprises,
will put out a mailorder catalogue of the best
selling items. Ann does special orders for local
interior decorators and friends, among them
milkcans done as stools with crewel-embrci-
dered seats. Art and Ann took a vacation to
Maui, last fall and thoroughly enjoyed the old
way of life still prevalent on the eastern end
of the island. Gregg, totally immersed in AAU
swimming, manages to squeeze in football,
basketball and baseball between school work
and pool workouts. Britt took up soccer with
a vengeance and is becoming quite artistic.
Ann contemplates residence in a station wag-
on, as both boys practice their respective
activities in opposite directions. Art ran into
Anne German Dobbs' Bill at a convention in
San Francisco. Anne and Bill have a second
house in Vt. where they ski. Anne keeps opt-
ing for "sun and sand" for their vacations
but loses every time.
1960
Mrs. Samuel K. Martin
(Susan Biddie)
21 BlackstoneAve.
Warwick, A. I. 02889
Mrs. John K. Train (Sally Glanville)
947 Swathmore Drive N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30327
1961
Mrs. J. Lincoln Spaulding
(Robin Foster)
14Aylesbury Rd.
Worcester, Mass. 01609
Born: to Helmuth and Dorothy Cleaveland
Svoboda Franz Josef 8120.
Barbara Frick Jung is busy organizing her
life around a kindergarten schedule. Her
literary talents are challenged as editor of
the VOTER for the Chagrin Falls LWV. Dot-
tie Cleaveland Svoboda moved from an apart-
ment to a house ten days after the arrival of
her new son. Visiting helpers at the time were
Denise Boltel Graham and son Michael. De-
nise was in Rochester while her husband Bob
attended a conference at the Univ. of Roches-
ter. The Grahams recently bought a house
in the suburbs of Toronto. Dottie sees quite
a bit of Hester (Hetty) Hellebush in Roches-
ter where Hetty returned to teach. Mary Davis
Cooke and architect husband Caswell re-
cently bought an apartment building on
Chapel St. in New Haven, Corm., which they
are about to renovate. The Cookes have a
"magic touch" with their creative renova-
tions. Line and I visited their present apart-
ment buitdinq about 5 years ago when it was
being transformed. I, Robin Foster Spauld·
lng, continue to enjoy my full time job in the
Public School Administration of Worcester
as coordinator of the School Volunteer Pro-
gram. I was invited by IDEA, an affiliate of
the Charles F. Kettering Foundation, to par-
ticipate in a two-day seminar in N.C. Twenty
people from across the country will discuss
"Ways to Expand the Use of Volunteers in
Teaching and Learning." When I'm not work-
ing, my 3 children keep me hopping with their
swimming team, ballet and bass viol activi-
ties. Weekends find us retreating to Vt. for
skiing.
1962
Mrs. E. Benjamin Loring
(Ann K. Morris)
4 Lenora Drive
West Simsbury, Conn. 06092
Mrs. Charles E.Wolft
(Barbara A. MacMaster)
161Oak RidgeAve.
Summit, N.J. 07901
'72 Our reunion-make it the best!
1963
Mrs.A.P. McLaughlin III
(MllbreyWallin)
5611 BeaumontAve.
LaJolla, Cal. 92037
'72 Our reunion-make it the best!
Born: to Frank and Marcia Simon Bernstein
Abigail 2/26fiO; to Clifford and Theodora
Dracopoulis Argue Irene Eugenia 10/2171; to
Claus and Lily Russell Heiliger Eric Gunter
10/25/71.
Marcia Simon Bernstein, Frank and two
daughters remain in Camarillo, Cal. Frank
is product manager for Freshabys Disposable
Diapers. Although currently a full-time moth-
er, Marcia is looking for an opportunity to
resume her work with deaf children. Thea
Dracopoulis Argue's husband Cliff is a facili-
ties engineer with Continental Airlines in
Los Angeles, a job which affords travel to
exotic places such as Micronesia, Guam and
Japan. Theo is busy with public relations
work for her church and AAUW activities.
After attending graduate school at Tufts for
one year, Elaine Cohen worked as a research
technician at MIT. After a year in this position,
she entered the Woman's Medicjil College of
Penn. in Philadelphia and received her M.D.
Her internship and residency were done in
pediatrics at Children's Hospital of Los Ang-
eles. Upon completion of her residency,
Elaine began training as a postooctora! fel-
low at UCLA. Her fellowship is in pediatric
cardiology at the UCLA Center for Health
ctences. Lily Russell Heiliger finds herself
once again learning a new language and a
new country. The Heiligers moved trom Bel-
gium to Holzweg, West Germany, where Klaus
has a new position. Lily was in Boston this
past fall where Eric was born. Per and Robin
Lee Hellman moved from Hartford to Savan-
nah in July. Per is general manager of the
DeSoto Hilton there. Marcia Rygh Phillips
continues to aid and abet husband Dale's
student activities by working as a teacher of
9th grade English. Marcia is involved in cur-
riculum revision projects tor Waynesboro,
Va., the city day care centers, and as first
v.p. of AAUW. My husband and I (Milbrey
Wallin McLaughlin) are increasingly stunned
by the unimpeachable LaJolia climate and
the accessibility ct beach and mountains.
Pat's pace will quicken in Feb. when the new
VA hospital opens on the UCSD campus,
with its labs for cancer research and corn-
prehensive surgical service. In addition to
looking after young Ben, sopping up the La-
Jolla sun and generally getting to know the
area, I work part ime as a consultant for Rand
Corp. in Santa Monica, an involvement which
provides much needed support for thesis
writing.
1964
Mrs, DavidA. Boyd (Patricia Kendall)
37 Liberty Ave.
Lexington, Mass. 02173
1965
Mrs. Stephen T. Whelan
(Elizabeth Murphy)
165WestEndAve.,Apt.11 R
New York, N.Y. 10023
1966
Mrs. Leonard Strickman
(Danielle Dana)
4515Southland Ave.
Alexandria, Va. 22312
1967
Mrs. Michael Britton
(Wendy Thompson)
879-B Lexi ngton St.
Waltham, Mass. 02154
'72 Our reunion-make it the bestl
Married: Carolyn Mellcan to James Clark
Jan. 9, '71. Donna M. Law to Wayland D. Cur-
rie in August, 1971.
Bom: to Charles and Anne Clement Haddad
Tanya Clement 11/25; to Nicholas and Eliza-
beth McCaslin Ballies Christopher Austin
5/16; to Joseph and Carol Morosky Hcosty
a daughter 11/30; to LeD and Diane Schnick
Patacsll Christopher Seth 8/12; to Laurie and
Ann Morgenstern Jones Lesie Benjamin Tre-
VDr 9/4; to Walter and Carolyn Yeaton Frank
Benjamin Andrew, 6/26; to Penton and Georgia
Whidden Lewis Joanna, in Nov.
Sandy Clement Haddad and Charles have
lived in the Sheikdom of Kuwait at the end
of the Arabian Gulf since their marriage in
1970. Rena Rimsky Wing received her Ph. D.
,,
~ from Harvard Graduate School of
- Arts & Sciences in June 1971. Joe
and Carol Morosky Hoosty are in
University Park, Pa. at Penn. State
where he works on his M.A. in
electrical engineering and she works towards
a teaching certificate. Carolyn Melican Clark
visited Spain and travelled cross country with
Sandra Tremblay prior to getting married. Jim
is a marine biologist and diver who worked
with a local TV station on a study of water pol-
lution in Boston Harbor which won the UPI
award as the best N.E. documentary of the
year. They now live in Md. where he is instruc-
tor in oceanography and marine biology at
the Naval Academy and Carolyn teaches high
school French. Carolyn Yeaton Frank and
Walter were in Providence for the summer
while Walter externed at a local hospital.
They returned to Italy in Oct. where he will
continue his medical studies at the Univ. of
Bologna. Patricia (Pat) Roos Frutig and Tom
live in Cleveland where he is an attorney and
she an administrative assistant in the trust
dept. Weekends are spent in the country with
their 2 horses and dogs. Deborah White Corr
and Charles are in Hanover, N.H. where he
is an intern at the Mary Hitchcock Hospital
after graduating from George Washington
Medical School in 1971. Nancy Newcomb
became a junior officer at the First Nat'l City
Bank NYC with the title of Associate Econo-
mist. She spent 3 weeks in Greece last sum-
mer.
Don'tforget reunion in May! 19th to ztst.
1968
Mrs. Jeffrey Talmadge
(Katherine Spendlove)
50 Hayden Rowe
Hopkinton, Mass. 01748
Married: Carol Caruso to Harold Mancusi-
Ungaro, June '70.
Born: to Bill and Heather Marcy Cooper
Matthew William 3/15170; to Hank and Linda
Monahan Dresch Kathryn Anne 4/30/71; to
Ken and Katharine Hensler White Matthew
Keyes 4/30/71; to Bob and Lauren Brahms
Resnik Jamie Layne 6/19; to John and Har-
riet Herman Pratt Michelle Lynne 7/4; to Louis
and Susan Alderman Zinterhofer Eric Louis
8/19.
John and Harriet Herman Pratt moved to
Holliston, Mass. on Mar. 1. John is a finan-
cial analyst tor Lechmere Sales in Cambridge.
Pauline Noznick was maid of honor at Bar-
bara Brinton Chenot's wedding 8/7/71. Barb
is in her 3rd year of elementary teaching in
Concord, Mass. Her husband Keith works for
an architectural firm in Boston. Carol Fraser
is in Blacksburg, Va. where she plans to re-
ceive a master's of urban and regional plan-
ning from Va. Potytechnlc Institute in June.
Bob and Barbara Modeskl Holbrook are sta-
tioned at the Navy base in Holy Loch, Scot-
land. Life there is drastically different from
that in the states-no central heat and a whole
different approach to shoppinq making house-
wife duties a full-time occupation. As Ameri-
can wives at the base are discouraged from
working, Barb just enjoys new surroundings.
They traveled through Scotland and plan to
see much of the continent before Bob's tour
is over. Hank and Linda Monahan Dresch
are in Maynard, Mass. after completing
graduate degrees at the Univ. ot III. Linda
received an M.S. in math. Hank is a civil en-
gineer with the Coast Guard. Bonnie Boerme-
ester lives in Cambridge and works for New
England Life. She skied in Aspen over the
Christmas holidays. She sees Kristi Gunnill
who is with BBD & 0 in Boston. Three weeks
after Harold and Carol Carusa Mancusi-Un-
garo's wedding, Carol left for London on a
Parke-Bernet grant to work at Sotheby's;
then she and Harold toured Italy and Belgium,
interested mainly in the art, since Carol re-
ceived in M.A. in history of art at NYU that
June and Harold wrote a book on Michel-
angelo's Bruges Madonna published by Yale
Untv. Press 1971. Harold is in his 3rd year of
Yale Medical School and Carol is an assistant
in art conservation at the Yale Art Gallery.
Bill and Heather March Cooper live in the
Chicaqo area. They were formerly in Taiwan
where Heather taught English en a nation-
wide TV program after their son Matt was
born. She is now learning to type Braille.
Bob and Lauren Brahms Resnik live in Silver
Springs, Md. Bob is in obstetrics at Walter
Reed. In June they move to Denver where he
will take a 2 year fellowship in fetal physiol-
ogy at the Univ. of CDI. Medical Center. David
and Kathryn Bard Lippman traveled in Egypt
during Christmas vacation. In June they move
to Ann Arbor for David's psychiatric residency
at the Univ. of Mich. hospital. Kathy hopes to
return to school then.
1969
AticeF.Reid
91 Fayette St.
Watertown, Mass. 02172
Mrs. Ronald E,Walker
(Linda McGilvray)
1035 Loring St.
San Diego, Calif. 92109
Married: Jane Ratal to Lawrence Douglas Lalli
Nov. 1; Susan Thorward to Robert Sheinfeld
Aug. 1; Ellen Robinson to David Epstein in Aug.
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Nancy Pllyne left the Republican National
Committee to work as a scheduler for Con-
gressman Paul McCloskey in his N.H. presi-
dential primary campaign. Jane Ratal Lalli
and her husband live in Madison, Wisc., where
Jane makes and sells pottery in a craft co-op
and Lawrence teaches jazz piano. Susan
White received her M.A. in speech pathology
from the Univ. of Va. in Aug. and works with
learning-disabled children at a school in
northern Va. Marla Varela in June '69 went
home to Uruguay for three months and
then flew to Calif. to begin work on her Ph. D.
in French at U.C. Davis. She was awarded
her M.A. in Feb. '71 and elected to the Davis
chapter of Phi Kappa Honor Society. She spent
this past summer in Munich studying German
for her translation exam and is currently back
at Davis teaching and continuing her doc-
toral studies. Robert and Susan Thorward
Shelnteld are both employed by Filene's of
Boston as assistant buyers, Sallie Williams
works at the Berkeley Repertory Theater
during the week and acts with a children's
theater company on Saturday. During this
summer she studied acting at the American
Conservatory Theater. Busy hardly describes
Sara Rowe Heckscher who not only inter-
views for Planned Parenthood, supervises
two student teachers and works with a church
group, but also takes botany and teaches
nature to 4th graders. Marilyn Weast Rorick
is one of 7 staff members for a HUD pilot
program called Media which aims at creating
businesses run by blacks or employing many
blacks. Suzette deVogelaere Dimery uses
her evenings to study for her MBA at the
umv. of Chicago. Bill and Ruth Kunstadt
Culp live in Berkeley while Bill studies nu-
clear engineering. Stephanie Phillips Malter
works in the print dept. of the Philadelphia
Museum of Art. Judith Hellyer Zavltkovsky
and her husband Paul both teach school
in Eldred, N.Y. In Nov. Ron and I, linda Mc-
Gilvray Walker spent 2 weeks in Mexico, We
took a slow train trip from Mexicali to Mexico
City and spent 10 days exploring every nook
and cranny of the city with special empha-
sis on famous Mexican murals, the museums
and the pyramids.
1970
Mrs. J.t Morgan 111
(Nancy Pierce)
45WiliowTerrace
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514
Married: Anne Dobratz to Ray Gillihan June
13, '70; Barbara WIlliams to Peter Kissenger
July 11, '70.
Bamara Williams Kissenger taught art
classes through the Virginia Beach Recrea-
tion Ass'n. Her husband Peter is stationed
on the USCGC Gresham in Norfolk, Va. They
look forward to a transfer. Helen A. Means, a
RTC, now teaching mathematics at Norwich
Free Academy, had a granddaughter in the
audience at graduation. Recent travels in-
clude trips to N.C., Bermuda, Kans. and Vt.
Ann-Ping Sze Chee and her husband Anthony
are working toward public health degrees
at the Univ. of Tex. at Houston. After a year
of training at Katherine Gibbs in NYC, Janet
V. Waring is secretary to the director of the
new Yale Health Services Center. She has
seen Constance (Connie) Morhardt and Tena
Williams, who are in grad school at Yale.
Deborah Smyth resides in Wallingford, Conn.
where she is secretary for the Fellowship
of Christians in Universities and Schools,
an organization which sponsors conferences
for students considering Biblical Christian-
ity as an alternative to present day options.
Nancy Simon Fulton works in Grant Ad-
ministration at Cornell Univ. where her hus-
band David is a zno year med student. They
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plan a trip to Europe for summer '72. Nancy
hopes to start grad school in the fall. Suz-
anne (Sue) Steenburg, having changed jobs.
works in admissions at the School of Archi-
tecture, Columbia untv. Marcia Bernhard
Proctor worked toward her master's in econ-
omics at the untv. of S.C. She and husband
David recently moved to Washington, D.C.
Patricia (Patlta) Wright is looking for a job
in the Pittsburgh area after recovering from
a foot operation last June and taking two
trips to California. In Emmett, Ida., pop.
4000, Anne Dobratz Gillihan works as a
bookkeeper, girl Friday for Andy's Supply
Co. Her husband Ray is a cowboy for little
Cattle Co. In the summer and fall they op-
erate a guide service in a primitive area of
Idaho for fishermen, photographers and hunt-
ers. With little evidence of civilization and
magnificent scenery, they find their job an
ideal escape.
1971
Mrs. ArthurNaplerll1
(Terry Swayne)
Conn. College, Box 1095
New London, Conn. 06320
Married: Barbara Ballinger to Edward Buch-
holz Oct 23; Lucy Bethel to Clinton snee-r:
Nancy Bowen to Dennis Pittman Sept. 19;
Lynda Brooks to Thomas Crowley June 19;
Nancy Elias to Marc Kahn June 25; Enid Elli-
son to Steven Paul Aug. 22; Sandy Gale to
Jay Schinfeld Nov. 13; Susan Greeley to Tal-
bot Rantoul Aug, 28; Dorothy Hagberg to
Philip Cappel Oct. 16; Margaret Hiller to Jona-
than Stevens Oct. 9; Ann Huckle to Leo Mal-
lek this past summer; linda Huth to David
Foster June 19; Nancy James to Gary Pavlik
Sept. 11.
Judith Anderson is in the master's pro-
gram in French literature at the Un!v. of
Paris. Lucy Bethel Sheerr works and studies
at the Yale Music Library. After graduating
from Barnard, Barbara Ballinger Buchholz
entered the creative arts master's program
at Hunter College. Nancy Bowen Pittman is
the bride of her match-up date at the Coast
Guard "Pig-Push" as is Nancy James Pav-
lik who works for the Dean of Architecture
at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. Elizabeth (Bel-
sy) Breg enjoys studying 20th century dip-
lomatic history at London School of Econom-
ics. Roommates Lynda Brooks Crowley and
Terry Swayne Napier and husbands spent
Christmas week in Hawaii. Lynda works at
the Stanford Univ. Business School. Carol
(Bllsi) Carpenter's new job is working with
pre-school children in Norwell, Mass. After
working in Philadelphia Heidi Crosier is
doing graduate work in school psychology
at the Univ. of Hartford. Judith Dern studies
weaving and textile design in Finland. Jane
Dilley is a lab technician at the Univ. of New
Brunswick, Canada. Eugenia (Gena) Dyess
works for the Red Cross in Guilford, Conn.
Nancy Elias Kahn studies social work at
Boston Univ. School. Enid Ellison Paul finds
her work in a Boston kindergarten challeng-
ing. Studying in Israel are Paula Feinstein
Friedland and husband, Ann-Louise Gittle-
man and Nancy Kraft Sandy Gale Schinfeld
and husband live in Philadelphia. Pia Gille
works for a Greek travel agency in N.Y. and
rooms with Susan HIrschhorn who works at
Hammer Galleries and has travelled to
Greece and France. Consuelo (Connie) Go-
mez is in St. Petersburg, Fla. working in
broadcasting. Besides substitute teaching,
Deborah (Debby) Gordon works toward an
MAT at Albany State. Susan Greeley Ran-
toul is job hunting in Hope, R.1. Comella
(Connie) Green is now in St. Louis, With em-
phasis on Chinese literature, Margaret Hack-
enberger does graduate work at Harvard
in Far Eastern languages; Dorothy Hagberg
Cappel pursues an M.A. at Tufts Univ. Lucia
(Cia) Henderson is assistant in a NYC land
development company, Lynda Herskowitz
Narks on a master's in journalism at Colum-
bia Umv. Peggy Hiller Stevens is employed
by the Heart Ass'n in New Haven. Ann Huckle
Mallek does research at Harvard and enjoys
Boston. In Madison, wlsc., linda Huth Foster
works at a Montessori school. Jo Anne teen-
burg pursues an MAT to teach French at the
School for International Training at Brattle-
boro, Vt. Marsha Kartzman works for Lord
and Taylor'S in Brookline, Mass. Andrew
(Drew) Ketterer is at law school at North-
eastern Univ. in Boston.
ReunionWeekend '72
MAY 19, 20, 21
Symposium on Connecticut College and its Students
Focus on Connecticut Colle§le and its Alumni
Alumni-Faculty Reception
Individual Class Dinners for 1922, 1936, 1937, 1942,
~~~~~~19~4~7~, 1~9~5~6~9!57,1962, 1963, 1967
The intangible facets w ich result from combining the special
qualities of you and your friends, the faculty, students,
administration and the Connecticut College campus.
All alumni are urged to attend any or all Reunion Weekend
events. Those whose class is not meeting this year join
together as the "Class of 1911."
Young Radicals
Continued from page 5
ing." He and Wordsworth first met in Bristol in 1795 when
Coleridge was about to make his unfortunate marriage
and publish his first book of poems. He had just dropped
out of Jesus College, Cambridge and was trying to raise
funds in order to emigrate to America and establish a
commune on the banks of the Susquehanna. The ideo-
logical basis of the "Pantisocracy" was the abolition of
private property, which would make the members "nec-
essarily virtuous by removing all motives to evil and pos-
sible temptations." On the Susquehanna twelve choice
spirits and their families would learn to live by the ethi-
cal axiom that "it is each Individual's duty to be Just,
because it is his Interest." A change of consciousness,
to use Charles Reich's currently popular phrase, would
thereby resui!: "Each Heart would have fed upon the
truth, as insects on a Leaf - till it be tinged with the
colour and shew its food in every the minutest fiber."
It is tempting in reading Coleridge's letters in 1971 to
compare passages in them with passages in The Green-
ing of America. Reich's language of religious conversion
- to the state of "Consciousness 11["- has its parallel
in the language of conversion and discipleship that
young Coleridge used: " ... if any man embraced our
System, he must comparatively disregard his father and
mother and wife and children ... and his own Life also."
Unlike Wordsworth (but iike that other revolutionary
poet, William Blake) Coleridge was essentially a Chris-
tian radical and deplored atheists and deists [ike Tom
Paine with the same ferocity that Reich saves for the
bureaucratic liberals and their soul-less Corporate
State.
For young Coieridge, as for Charles Reich, the enemy
was within, and the grounds of faith were transcendental.
"You ask me," he wrote his brother, "what the friends of
universal Equality should do - I answer Talk not of
Politics - Preach the Gospel." In another letter he
wrote, "The real source of inconstancy (in marriage),
depravity, prostitution, is Property, which mixes with
and poisons everything good - and is beyond doubt the
Origin of all Evil. But you cannot be a Patriot unless you
are a Christian. Yes, Thelwall! the disciple of Lord
Shaftesbury and Rousseau as well as Jesus ... a Sen-
sualist is not likely to be a Patriot." I compare to this
Reich's admonition to our modern sensualist the mil-
lionaire: "Even a millionaire would in actual fact be
better off if he chose liberation instead of the plastic
worid of material wealth. if he exchanged wealth, status
and power for love, creativity and liberation he would be
far happier; he would make a good bargain." The politi-
cal program of Pantisocracy and the program that The
Greening of America recommends rest on those twin
pillars of the Romantic faith, that a man can transform
himself into a new Adam and the present world into a
new heaven and earth. Reich's language is of course
much less formai and academic than young Coleridge's.
And so the way to destroy the power of the
Corporate State is to live differently now. The
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plan, the program, the grand strategy is this:
resist the State when you must; avoid it, when
you can; but listen to music, dance, seek out
nature, iaugh, be happy, be beautiful, help
others whenever you can, work for them the
best you can, take them in, the old and the bit-
ter as well as the young, live fully in each mo-
ment, [ave and cherish each other, love and
cherish yourselves, stay together.
Coleridge's mind did not rest long in millennial social
planning. He and Wordsworth were literary men first and
iast. Although political journalism and reviewing gave
him his meager income and earned him the financial
heip of politically liberal patrons, he, like Wordsworth,
was readying himself to make a new kind of statement,
out of his private, not his public world. The form which
their statement of revolutionary faith took was,'we all re-
member, the collaboration" Lyrical Baliads," that mar-
velous book of wholly new kinds of poems, four by Cole-
ridge, including "The Ancient Mariner," nineteen by
Wordsworth, including "Tintern Abbey." It was the prod-
uct of their almost daily companionship between July
1797 and June 1798. Then the great year abruptly ended.
It ended when William and Dorothy Wordsworth were
forced to leave the house they had just rented and leave
the vicinity of the Coieridges because they were under
investigation by the national police system. They were
suspected of being spies working for the enemy, Re-
publican France.
It came about this way. The financial situation of
Wordsworth had been recently improved by an unex-
pected legacy. For the first time in many years he and
his sister were able to live independently. Coleridge and
his wife and child were living on very small rations in the
Somerset village of Nether Stowey under the protection
of a prosperous farmer of the Radical persuasion named
Thomas Poole. With Poole's help the Wordsworths were
able to rent cheaply a fine house called Alfoxden owned
by some local "aristocrats." It was near Coleridge's cot-
tage and the two poets were together more than they
were apart, roaming the hills that overlooked the sea,
talking books and writing endlessly, collaborating on
poems, "The Ancient Mariner" for one, reading their
latest work aloud to their literary and political friends
who came visiting.
But within a month of their arrival at Alfoxden Words-
worth and his guests became the center of local sus-
picion by gentry and common people alike. Former ser-
vants of Wordsworth's predecessor at Alfoxden spread
the news that the Wordsworths were French emigrants
(they spoke with a North of England accent) who were
examining the brooks in the area to see if they were
navigable to French boats. The story circulated through
more backstairs gossip to a physician in Bath, who re-
ported the charge to the Duke of Portland, the Home
Secretary. Among other things the doctor's letter to the
Duke said: "I am since informed that the Master of the
house has no wife with him, but only a woman who
passes for his Sister. The man has Camp Stoois which
he and his visitors take with them when they go about
the country upon their nocturnal or diurnal excursions
and have also a Portfolio in which they enter their ob-
servations which they have been heard to say were al-
most finished. They have been heard to say that they
would be rewarded for them and were very attentive to
the River ... " There were other accounts of suspicious
behavior like "washing and mending their cloaths all
Sunday." The Westminster government thereupon sent
a detective named George Walsh to investigate:
You will immediately proceed to Alfoxden or its
neighborhood yourself taking care upon your
arrival so to conduct yourself as to give no
cause of suspicion to the inhabitants of the
Mansion House there. You will narrowly watch
their proceedings, and observe how they co-
incide with Mogg's account. ... You will of
course ascertain if you can the names of the
persons, and will add their descriptions - and
above all you will be careful not to give them
any cause for alarm.
Walsh cannot at first find much to report, but he had
to tell headquarters something. The whole crowd, he
writes in his first letter, is known as "Those rascals from
Alfoxton." Next he learns that they are not French but a
"mischiefous gang of disaffected Englishmen," who will
"do as much harm as All the French will do." Finally
after more following of his nose he can report that they
are a "set of violent Democrats."
But the local gentry in the heightened atmosphere of
the French war would not stand radical politics and un-
English behaviour. Wordsworth was toid that his lease
could not be renewed and by early summer he and his
sister wer.e looking for rooms in Bristol. Coleridge in his
Biographia Literaria published twenty years later first
recounted the incident of the government investigator
but so embroidered the story with country-bumpkin de-
tails that his version has come under suspicion for the
neatness of his jokes. The spy, as he called him, tracked
«- ,
him and Wordsworth for three weeks "with truly Indian
perseverance." One day, hidden behind a bank at the
sea-side ... he fancied that we were aware of our dan-
ger; for he often heard me talk of Spy Nozy, which he
was included to interpret of himself, and of a remark-
able feature belonging to him; but he was speedily con-
vinced that it was the name of a man who had made a
book and lived long ago."
The treatment of the story in Biographia Literaria is
all comic including a Sir Dogberry country squire. Cole-
ridge had not remembered that in the spring of 1797 he
had written in a different tone to "Citizen John" Thei-
wall, his most notorious Radical friend, "The Aristo-
crats seem determined to persecute even Wordsworth.
But we will at least not yield without a struggle."
But like young radicals of other times, including our
own, they had to yield, and the bad moment passed for
the young poets and their hostile neighbors. The inci-
dent left no recognizable echo in their poetry, unless one
would like to believe that when Wordsworth wrote "Tin-
tern Abbey" about a month after leaving Alfoxden he
was remembering in these lines the conditions of their
leaving that otherwise perfect place:
. , .. and this prayer I make,
Knowing that Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her; 'tis her privilege,
Throuqh all the years of this our life, to lead
From joy to joy: for she can so inform
The mind that is within us, so impress
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
With lofty thought, that neither evil tongues,
Rash judgments, nor the sneers ot'selflsh men,
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all
The dreary intercourse of daily life,
Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith, that all which we behold
Is full of blessings.
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George Sand is perhaps the closest to liberated
women of the 20th century. She earned her own living all
her life; she fought for political and social justice; she
searched for her own values in a mixture of passion,
generosity and uncertainty; and throughout her life she
refused to let love interfere with her work.
Among our contemporaries, Simone de Beauvoir is
considered a champion of women's rights although this
particular cause is just one among many for which she
has fought. As she explains in the Second Sex, she has
never suffered from being a woman. When her studies
toward the difficult degree of agregation de philosophie
brought her in contact with the brightest fellow students
of France like Sartre, she was treated as "one of the
boys." Being very attractive, she easily enjoyed a privi-
leged position.
Second Sex, however, probably never would have
been written had she not been asked to do so by other
women, but once she started the task, she became deep-
ly interested in historical, psychological, sociological
and literary implications found in the difference in treat-
ment afforded to both sexes. Another philosopher, Suz-
anne Lilar, (also with a formidable mind and who is one
of Simone's not too tender biographers) has found many
inconsistencies in the book. And she compares Simone
to Voltaire's mistress, Emilie du Chatelet; both had a
furious appetite for life, knowledge, love and conversa-
tion.
Lilar adds that their relationships, with Voltaire and
with Sartre respectively, are similar in many ways. Both
Simone and Emilie could have "devoured" their men
easily in insect fashion, but their love, based on tender-
ness, trust and deep respect, luckily prevented them
from doing so. Both required men intellectually their
superior. Simone, in the Memoirs of a Dutiful Daughter,
writes that she could passionately admire a man who
dominated her with his intelligence, his culture and his
authority. Very early after meeting Sartre and receiving
her degree, she was told by him: "From now on, I take
you in hand," and she knew from the start that no harm
would ever come from him.
Simone de Beauvoir escaped from a very protected,
Catholic middle class, short-sighted youth - although
a happy one - through her curiosity, a taste for happi-
ness, the revelation of her body's existence, communion
with nature, her studies, travels that took her every-
where (including China), and the comradeship of bril-
liant men. She quickly gave up teaching philosophy in
order to devote her life to writing. Her books have made
her financially independent, while affording her great
joy and liberation. She can be a first class reporter, too,
as her sixty pages on Brazil in Force of Circumstances,
the third volume of her autobiography, reveal. These
three volumes (the second one is The Prime of Life)
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answer an essential need to communicate; she has men-
tioned this to Francis Jeanson, her best biographer.
Since she is somewhat obsessed with leaving her mark,
they also wiii serve the purpose of leaving an explana-
tion and a monument after her death.
Why would Simone de Beauvoir champion the libera-
tion of women? Probably from an existential belief that
each individual should have the right to develop, achieve
his full potential, give his best, and that to arrest his de-
velopment is a crime akin to murder. One could com-
pare this strong feeling to her later fight for Algerian in-
dependence and the youth of Algeria. Both cases are
typical in that they represent the scandal of confining
vast masses of people (in the case of women, half of the
worid's population) to an inferior status. Coming of Age,
her iast deeply moving book, probably stems from the
same impetus of an angry heart and mind. It concerns
another scandal, our shabby treatment of the elderly:
neglected and treated - as existentialists would say-
as objects by a society that acknowledges neither their
potential usefulness nor their emotional needs.
Being a very feminine person, Simone de Beauvoir
understands that most women live for the regard of men
and their opinions (and that the opposite is not true), but
she argues for women to be full individuals in their own
right. She insists that boys and girls should receive
identical treatment as well as identical education, and
is hopeful that perhaps then the Oedipus complex and
the complex of castration experienced by women will be
greatly modified. While acknowledging the inescapabie
differences between men and women, she extolls cou-
ples who complement each other. Desire, possession,
love are only possible because there are these differ-
ences between the sexes, but Simone also maintains
there must be total equality.
There are differences between Sartre and Simone. He
placed all his interest in philosophical literature; how-
ever, he has rejected that now to some extent - his re-
cent magnum opus on Flaubert notwithstanding - and
the political struggle shares his attention. Simone has
always given priority to life. We are amused as we watch
their long hikes which she adores, while he trudges
painfully behind.
There are other inconsistencies in their lives which
make them so human. With youthful enthusiasm, they
both signed a two-year pact when starting life together;
they resolved - and thought - they could tell each
other everything. They believed they were made of ex-
actly the same brand, and truly enough, their life to-
gether has been an exceptional success. Sartre, how-
ever, was not monogamous, and Simone at times has
been jealous. But she, too, has traveled freely with
other men and knows the aches of passion. Probably to
a much stronger degree than Sartre, she has experi-
enced the pleasure of being all body after, paradoxi-
cally, Victoriously surrendering to the feeling of being
pure object. In her partly autobiographical novel, The
Mandarins, she speaks of the "only truth of skin, voice,
eyes."
Like de Stael and Sand, de Beauvoir has known in-
tense passion with a much younger man in her later
years, and in her case, a final inevitable heartbreak. She
once wrote that she could dominate or submit, but never
coexist; certainly she has gloriously abdicated her
identity in order to fulfill her role with Sartre. Although
perhaps this is not consistent with her feelings about
the duty of women to pursue their own development, she
has at times chosen to remain silent in order not to dis-
agree with her old companion.
De Beauvoir has refused much of the domestic drudg-
ery women accept as their lot. Sartre and she write on
marble tables at Parisian cafes, they eat in restaurants
and for years they have iived in hotels. Truly enough,
the chores probably would have served little purpose in
her case, but one may argue that she has accepted only
the pleasures of iile and rejected what is, after all, part
of the human condition. In doing so, anti-feminists will
say that she has also rejected the wiliingly offered "sac-
rifice" and the emotional enrichment that the giving of
oneself entails. She argues persuasively that the iibera-
tion of women can only come from within themselves and
through their own efforts, but surely this cannot be her
way to prove it!
Recently, in April 1971, she took part in the heated
abortion controversy and signed a letter (along with
movie actresses, teachers, newspaper women, and other
leaders of women's liberation) in which she said that at
one time in her life she too had had an abortion. Pressed
for details by the press, she declared her fight for abor-
tion was a continuation of the fight for birth control, and
consistent with what she had advocated in the Second
Sex written twenty years before. She suggested men
also sign a declaration admitting they had been ac-
complices in cases of abortions.
One wonders in passing why her poiitical iife started
so iate; why, although she fought for the oppressed of
Aigeria and Brazil, she showed so littie indignation dur-
ing France's Occupation.
Her evolution has been both fascinating and moving
to watch. Second Sex has suffered perhaps from the fact
that she felt no discrimination, and explains why this is
an intellectual book. In recent years she has found her-
self powerless against the human condition. Here one
wonders at her lack of imagination until one realizes
that Simone deBeauvoir must live through an experi-
ence in order to write a really first class book about it.
Coming of Age tells of her mother's slow death of can-
cer; it was Simone's first revelation of the atrocity of
death, and 01 a deep filial attachment that she had
hitherto not suspected. She anxiously fears the inevi-
table separation that death will also bring to the Sartre-
Simone union. And she asks herself - which is worse,
the demise of the beloved, or the pain one causes on
leaving him behind? She fears the inexorable descent
into old age, and observes each new wrinkle on her face
with the same honesty and anquish she expresses in her
writings. Wiil she leave any trace behind? She asks:
what will be left of the pleasures, the books read, the
travels, the joy found in a beautiful sunset, all the ex-
perience accumulated in a life time? Is this to disappear
completely? One can only wish her serenity. Was La
vieillesse written to exorcize her demons and has it
served its purpose? Jeanson's biography of Simone de
Beauvoir very aptly bears the sub-title The Enterprise
of Living, meaning that it is a painful process. Is this
truly, completely liberated woman of the 20th Century,
who is now 62 years old, up against a final scandal she is
powerless to fight: that of the human condition?
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nation on the basis of sex, women have not yet taken
full advantage of these laws. Many do not seek high
level positions. In 1969, 7% of employed women with
five or more years of college were working as clerical,
sales, service or operative workers. For those with four
years of college, it was 19%. Clerical workers accounted
for the greatest numbers in these occupations, 5% and
14% respectively. It is said that occupationally, women
are more disadvantaged than they were thirty years ago,
for while in 1940 they held 45% of all professional and
technical positions, in 1969 they held only 37% of such
[obs.!' The percentage of women on college faculties
has dropped from 30 to 22 percent, and women still con-
stitute only 7% of our physicians and 3% of our lawyers.
The percentage earning master's and doctoral degrees
has also declined. Renewed effort on the part of all
women graduates is needed if their capabilities are to be
fully utilized in our national economy.
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I find the pattern of my life has been nearly identical with
that of other mothers I meet around the local sandbox: college,
job, marriage, motherhood, which for most of us has meant
giving up a career for the time being. The fact that I came from
abroad does not seem to make very much difference. That, I
suppose, makes me somewhat a-typical as a foreign student.
On their return, others that I know have followed pretty much
the course they had set for themselves before leaving their
native country. Christina Palm from Sweden, who was also at
Connecticut 1960~61, took a degree in law and worked her way
up through the Swedish civil service. She was the first woman
to hold several of her jobs and is now head of the Office of
Immigration in Stockholm.
As I look back, it is almost frightening to see how conse-
quential my decision to study in the U.S. turned out to be' it
led to my choice of profession, husband, and country. I am
grateful for the effects, direct and indirect, that Connecticut
College has had on my life.
Nana Jessen Rinehart '64
Washington, D.C.
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through OCA, which conducts a speakers' bureau and
enlists help for the alternate high schools in the area
and for the Drop-In Learning Center.
The Internship Program in community affairs is pro-
ceeding slowly but promises to develop into a vital ex-
perience for those specializing in the social sciences.
Presently five students are interning for credit in com-
munity agencies with requests for many more. Other stu-
dents are taking preparatory courses and familiarizing
themselves with city organizations in order to qualify
for interning next year.
Mid-Winter Gaiety.
The alumna feels on more familiar ground when she
catches enthusiastic comments about the February
Weekend, revived after a lapse of several years. Spon-
sored by the classes of 1973 and 1975, it is anticipated
by ail students and comprises a "semi-formal serenaded
candlelight buffet" Friday evening, followed by a movie,
"Putney Swope," and an all-campus party introducing a
Connecticut College group called The Skrimshaws. Sat-
urday the now redoubtable Camels, with successive
victories under their beits, will face up to the Academy
team, and the evening will feature a concert by Mother
Earth with Tracy Nelson. At Sunday Chapel President
Shain will present Credo III; and the afternoon will be
free for tobogganing, ping-pong, or other activities ac-
cording to weather and inclination.
In March the senior class is sponsoring a novel
money-raising project with two lectures on "Ghosts and
Supernatural Occurrences" by Mr. and Mrs. Ed Warren,
authors and experts in the occult. The College will also
enjoy the musical, Once Upon a Mattress, with faculty
and student actors under the direction of Ted Chapin,
who spent a semester at the National Theatre Institute
and has had experience on Broadway.
Homeward Bound.
Our alumna has found her brief visit to campus enjoyable
and thought-provoking and will suggest that some of
her friends come for a candid shot of Connecticut, 1972.
Her successors in the student body impress her as
deeply concerned about their studies and personal
ambitions but ready to help in the community and still
healthily interested in having a good time.
IF
YOU REMEMBER
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
- how you hoped to be ad-
mitted-what student life was
like - the wisdom of faculty-
the campus - friends ----
you also will remember to give to IF,
the Alumni Annual Giving Program in-
centive fund, whereby an increase of at
least $25 over your largest AAGP contribu-
tion during the past five years will be matched
through the pledge of $60,000 from a group of
alumni Laurels.

